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Section 1!

TnE JATTJAL 1ISTORY OF THE EDUCATiOT
nF T7E CK CRUD ITT THE CITY

Some children succeed in black ghetto schools and many dhildren

fail. This research.reports on both the successes and the failures,
detailing the school and home experiences of black kindergarten, first

and seCond grade dhildren-. We have learned, something about the lives
of these children-about their teache7s, their classrooms, their class-

mates, their schools, and their hoMes--which helps to explain.the

many failures and the few successes.

Eturing the course of this research it became clear that the
schools can.only be understood as a direct reflection of the socia
economic and.political realities of .American society. Basic changes

'in the sehOols will be impossible without ramifying dhanges in the

larger systeM. However, there Is -room for maneuver. Even within the
.present system, it is possitle-to make the schools more flexible and

less damaging. By documenting -the procesSes by whiCh edUcational
failure is assured for many\children we hope to detail points of
possible change that will reduce thecasualties.

Collection of data

A team of researdhers observed the homes and classrooms of

selected children over a three year period in four schools in a mid-

western city in the United States. All of the children, teachers and

staff in these schools were black. For comparison,-two white 'middle-

class" suburban schools and one white "working-class urban school

were also studied. While various methods were used throughout the

research, they were largely sumdements to the primary method of

systematic mon-particiPant observation. In all, more than 306 class-
:

room observations were made- _242 in .black classrooms and 64 in white--

each observational period being approximately one and one-half hours.

There Were 180 home visits of 23 families. Supplementary data, include

intervieub with teachers, principals' staff personnel, superintendents

and members of the school board; Observations of teachers' meetings

and PTA meetings, informal conversations' with teachers and principals

and children; and matorillis ;such as report cards, classroom work,

displays, office memos chiidrens drawings, public reports on the

school system, etc.

Ah ideol f failure' periteated: he school system we studied.

The personnel' believe, that no:Matter hoW well the s tidents-were taught

many were potential fa lures. As a consequence' and In contrast to



the suburban )middle-class .fh te schools, where teadhers assumed that

all the children would "make it", the teachers in the ghetto schools
judged the potential success or failure of their students very early

in the kindergarten year. Children selected as "doing well" and as
potential successes were,cleaner,_wore better clothes, came from

families economically "better off", were more frequently girls, and

showed, azcording to the teachersthe ability and willingness to

follow directions and greater verbal skills- than those selected as

"doing poorly". Verbal skills were critical, especially phe ability

of the child to "code-switch" between Black American English and

Standard American English.

The teachers selections were not made on the basis of formal

testing. We believe that the teacherT13ased their decisions on a
number of behavioral traits which they assumed to be predictive of

"success". While we are not able to precisely identify all of these

traits they appear to fall into three categories. (1) those indicating

that the OLild, according to the teacher, is "teadhable" or can learn,

such as verbal skills and following directions, (2) those indicating

that the child can adapt to bureaucratic school norms, such as being

quiet, disciplined, neat, and orderly; and (3) those indicating that

the child might achieve middle class goals, particularly those related

to upward mobility, such as being from economically "better" homes,

being submisciive and polite, and being able to defer gratifications.

All of the teachers developed some form of "track" system on

the basis of their dhoices. Once a child was labeled by the teacher

as belonging in a "low' or "high" group he tendea to stay there, not
only throughout the school year but in at least one case through

kindergarten, first and second grade. The teacher interacted not

only much more frequently with students in "high" than in the "low

groups but differentially--giving more supportive behavior to the

"high" groups and more control behavior to the "low". In almost all

the classrooms observed, the teachers made the lessons revolve around

a very few students, concentrating largely on students who could give the

correct answers.

Students labeled as doing poorly tended to withdraw to the

periphery of class activities and often suffered ridicule and belittle-

ment not only from the teachers but from their classmates, particularly

from those in the "high" group. They tended to "tune out" a great

deal of the time and learne4 4--.4..mm.ace hours of unending boredom.

Sullen, u.4ie, passive or disluL=rcated they did worse andactim43,

worse as the months progressed. Some, it is true, had fun with each

nth&r in the back of the room or on the edge of the class when

gathering together for group activities. But for most self doUbt
and low self esteem made them fearful to put forth the increasingly
difficult effort to catch up. It is then that the teacher often
interpr9ted their behavior according to the initial definition:
"it just appears that some can do it and some cannot."

Once defined as doing poorly, a dhild recetved le s attention
and affection from the teacher, participated less In class activities,
and subsequently failed to live up to the academic standa d of the
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class. The poor record and teacher gossip preceeded him into the next
class and the next. The labels persisted because they became more and

more real. The child believed them and teachers believed them.
Failure for many becomesa certainty and the child is less and less
responsive to school as the .years go by, eventually becoming peripheral
to the school scene entirely. Given this process, it is our belief
that many children do not "drop out" of school: they axe

The failure of the ghetto schools is, in part, a clear example of the

self-fulfilling prophecy.

The ghetto schools we observed, were highiouthoritarian and
bureaucratic. The emphasis in the schools and id the classroom was
above all on order, on predictability, on quiet, on following orders,
on discipline and control. The teachers defined the ideal learning
situation as a quiet, orderly classroom, where no one speaks without
permission and interaction is only between., teacher and pupil. The
"good" class had children who had learned to sit quietly at their
desks, who raised their.hands before talking,,who waited for the bell
who could stand in line with,their partnerS, and who could repress'
expressions of anger, frustration, shame or exuberance. The teacher
who ran a "taut ship" was respected by both-colleagues And the princi-
pal and indeed,.givehthe fact-that good teaching is so difficult to
evaluate, a teacher seemed to be often judged more in the role of a
policeman than by any other standard. Discipline was often enforced
by-some form of physical punishment. While disruptive behavior, as
.defined.by the teacher, did occur the.dominant characteristic of the
'classrooms was overt docility-

Another pervasive set of beliefs in these schools is related
to upward mobility.. The teachers and staff believed in and tried to

pass on to the chiidren something very close to the following: that

upward mobility or entry into mainstream America was a good thing to
strive for, that it waspossible in this society, and that the rewards
were largely material--money, a "nice home", liVing in a "nice" neigh-
borhood, 'and other life-styles. These "middle-class" beliefs.were
directly expressedby the teachers,refleCted. in display materiels,
in reading materials, in classrOdm discussions, and in the songs that
were learned and sung. Ali of the teachers and children were black;
almost all of the materials were white. "Blackness" was rarely dis-

played and almost never discussed.

The ideology of failure, the track syttems, the very .clear
operation of the self-fulfilling prophecy, the:Authoritarian, bureau-
cratic, :White "middle-class" orientations of the black ghetto_

sc.:hoofs studied all contributed to the-. failure' of:Many of-the

'children. There viere,..hoWever,...two specific'factors....thet.-played

role lorsome children--the useof Black American-English:and
language socialliatIon.or filaingUa-ge_diat.

-Our_preljminary.Studies.indicated,-asnave..others, that...Black
American Englieh has .a.distintt structure and grammar.. .Both.-blaCk
children and bleak teaChers frequentlY-msed Bletk AmeriCan English'

7



although the use among the teacne. .LdeSL cc, ,! 1imi.l to non-

academic, casual contexts. Many of the children had difficulty

learning Standard-American English, or "textbook" language, and the

ability to "code-switeh" between Black American and Standard American

English was more -characteristic of children placed in "high" groups

than in "low." The teachers had some difficulty helping the child

make the transition to Standard American English and in some cases

separating the behavior of the black child from the languae of the

black Child. The-teathers-rarely-recognized-the-distinctive-grammar
of Black American English and had a strong prejudice against Black

American English speakers.

More importantly, our studies, again preliminary, suggest

that many black children are socialized into the use of language and

ether skills somewhat differently than many "middle-class" white

children. Many black children tend to interact verbally more with

siblings and peers than with adults: they tend to be listeners rather

than participants in adult interaCtion. While. childten,are privy to

the continual exchange of Information between adults concerning prob-

lems, -aspirations , and -often -feelings -and -comments- about the -child

himself, knowledge, skills and techniques of adapting tended -te lbe

discovered and passed down more through siblings and peers than through

adults. The child learns 'from adults through exposure rather than

through direct and elaborate explanations:

The schools, however, tend to be modeled after the more

middle-class" language acquisition patterns in which the parent often

assumes the role of the "teacher" and .is concerned with "explaining"

_things to the child. The teachers as wall as the parent "lectures"

and asks children direct questions and- .giVes -direct- explanations .

This, we would hold, makes it-easier- for-white- "middle-class" children

to adapt to the_American school System since_it is a 'direct continweli

tion of prior learning experiences:: for many black children, it repre-

sents an interruption of prior acicialization patterns. iThus, one

important problem which confronta :blatk children is'a editimunitatiOn

problem no t Just A -Ithgfidge prdatta-problemHill vihith-not only': the

structure of language but the uSe of language ig dfffaMillar.

Re cornrnendat ions

e offer the following recommendations with_ the. insistence

that the'--cet tral-prObleMs--of----ghetto-scho-ols-i--.or -any.--other-achoolS
2

cannot' be solved :until -the -problems-of -crf -economic ---and- political

inequities, of run-away technology, and over-bureaucratization are

solved. Neverthelees , we can redUce.'the-finaver lif-failares-, -we can

.temRer .the damage, tp teem and we can make the schools less

miserable places for five, ix.and .seven year old*,children to spend

their days.

1. ChIldren will fail in,school as long aS the schools expect.
them. -to fail. It is- imperative that -the vicious ,sel -fulfilling



prophecy be stopped and the pervasive ideology of failure be changed.
A massive educational program directed toward school personnel and
teachers which clearly demonstrates those specific conditions, among
them the expectation of success, that assure the same proportion of
success or failure among black children as anyone else night temper
the ideology of failure. This could involve a highly publicized and
widely distributed brochure outlining some of the factors that make a
difference in the success and failure of black children, as well as
a series of demonstration projects utilizing a wide variety of situa-

tions, teaching and learning methods, and curriculum devices.

2. We would suggest that teachers (both black and white) of
black children receive instruction in the grammar and semantics of
Black American English and that a handbook be written describing black
grammar and its functional equivalents in Standard American English.

This would, among other things, assist the teacher in helping the child
make the transition to Standard Americau English. We would also recom-
mend the increased use of aural instructional modes (conversation,
tape, audio-visual teaching) and encourage free expression in the

child's own narrative syntax and thus capitalize on the rich aural
tradition among blacks. We strongly recommend the use of narrative
folk reading materials. It is important that the educational system
accept the existence of both grammars while concentrating on helping

the child master the language of the nojority."

3. Those who design curricula should attend more closely to
the different patterns of language socialization or "language diet"
many black children bring with them to the classroom. We recommend
the use of older children teaching younger children, more co-operative
learning or group teaching rather than only the traditional drill and
recitation techniques, and_the utilization of various types of "para-

professionals" tn the classroom on a volunteer or part time basis. In

regard to the latter we strongly urge the use of black (or white) men.

4. Our most basic recommendation is that the schools be
modeled after the new English primary schools and become more "open"

or'"informal". We assume that Children not only want to learn and
will learn and that learning is likely to be most effective if it
grows out-of what interests the learner, rather than what interests

the teacher. Although such reform necessitates a vast rehauling of

our educational system, there are limited changes that can be initiated

in schools, almost immediately. These-include the following.

a. .Give the teadhers more autono in their. classrooms:

teachers should be free to try a var ety of educational ma erials and
methods. If some methods don't work the teacher should be allowed

to try others. If some educational materials don't work, the teacher
should be allowed to try others. Given this freedom, the teacher
should then be hired and promoted and fired on how well they
teach--not on how well they discipline; not on how well they attend
to bureaucratic details (Which should in any event be taken care of

by clerks) and not on how many years of schooling they have Completed.



b. Place less emphasis on discipline and control and more
emphasis on pravidins children with a much sreater variety_of activit es
and_curricula: it is not unreasonable to assume that discipline is
less of a problem when children are actively engaged in educational
activities of intrinsic interest and conversely that discipline may be
a problem when children are bored and glued to their seats. Much of
the teacher's energy is now directed toward discipline and control.
If this considerable energy were focused on developing and guiding
the children through a broader spectrum of learning materials the
difficulties created by the "disrupter", the "trouble maker", the
"non-participant", the "withdrawn" and other assorted "problem"
children would be diminished.

c. Give more individual attention to children and their di
ferit ates and atterns of learnin means in part, that
teachers must learn and be free to use a much greater variety of skills.
Such skills must include teaching children the teacher regards as
"unteachable". Many of the children we observed were not learning
because no effort was made to teach them and, indeed, there were few
attempts to even look for a way to teach them.

This means, that many kinds of activities will be going in the
classroom at the same time. This would be possible, even in large
classrooms, if these activities were of interest to the children and
would be especially possible if the teacher had the aid of older chil-
dren and the help of paraprofessionals.

d. "Open-up" the classroom: tear down some walls, combine
some classes, allow access to libraries and other facilities, paint
the rooms in bright colors, allow more freedom of movement, tolerate
noise, and above all, take the school out of the classroom and into
the community. Many urban schools have the city as their one advan-
tage: frequent exploration of the varieties of institutions and
businesses that are close at hand are "learning" experiences in their
awn right and can easily be related to more formal classroom activities.

e. Capitalize on blackness: the same old white "middle-class"
"Dick and Jane" variety of books, classroom discussions and display
materials were pervasive in the all black schools we studied. It does
not seem particularly innovative to suggest that the black "world" be
reflected in the books fhe children read, the songs they sing, the
things fhey look at, and in the topic they talk about. There should
be no fear of materials related to black history, black consciousness,,-
white and black racism, social classes, or to any of the things that
are an intimate part of ghetto black dhildren's lives.

The black teadhers cannot help but be one model of 'being
black" to the black child. We would urge black teachers to be part c-
ularly alert to, and aware of, the possibilities of their own class
biases and racial prejudices. Not without appreciating their awn
struggles, we would hope they might be more sensitive, more accepting
and especially more loving of the children. It was bladk teachers,
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not white, who helped perpetuate the self-fulfilling prophecy of

failure we observed. Beleagured now, as all teachers are, ..rt the cur-

rent game of "get the teacher," it is not easy to sugzst to Ylack
teachers that they may be faulted, in part, for the t2rzil:t1c failures
of the ghetto schools. Granted the oppressive anzl autho:Atorian bu-
reaucracies of the schools, granted the slim autc=ly or the teachers,
and granted the lack of support from the home, th?r,-_ is still no good

reason why many children should be early prograrmad fnr certain failure

by their teadhers.
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Section 2: Introdudtion and Research Designr _

The following report is based on a three year study of black
kindergarten, first and second .grade children in a midwes ern city in
the United States. A team of researchers observed the homes and class-.
rooms of children in four schools in the city and, for comparispn,

two white "middle-class" suburban schools, and one white 'working"
class" urban school. A critical aspect of the research is the nature
of the differences between children termed "High" P.chievers and those
termed "Low" achievers by their teachers.

The initial purpose of this pro ect w s

to study the learning exp-riences of selected children in
home, school and peer cultures over a three year period,
starting in kindergarten and going through the first
grade. The objective is to concentrate on the experiences
of particular children, to elucidate their lives, to account
for their particular success or failure in school. We want
to know why particular ghetto children succeed or fail im
school. It is clear . . that the poor are not a homogenerus
population, and that therefore neither can they be homogenegUs
in success or failure nor in the factors that play upon them
and determine whether the children shall succeed or fail.

Research centered upon the problems of man in urban environ-
ments have long extolled education as the promising road out of the

ghetto and into mainstream America. As this research has developed,
and as statistics continue to indicate that youth are not accepting
educat 1.4.a [as indicated by high rates of Illiteracy, fallnr.0 and

large numbers of drop-outs) and are choosing other ...ides and life

styles besides those of white working and middle class America, two

major perspectives on the problem have emerged.

One perspective might be called, after Kenneth Clark. the

cult of cultural deprivation."2 This perspective, until recently the
most dominant, tends to locate "the problem in the child himself and
asks how the child can be changed to fit the sdhoo 's definition of

'Jules Henry, "Proposal for Research Submit ed to the U. S.
Commissioner of Education for Support Through Authorization of the
Bureau of Research," April, 1966, p. 1.

2Kenneth B. Clark, Dark_Ghetto, Harper and Row, 1965, p. 129ff
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achievementl instead of asking how the school must change to serve

the child." It focuses on the characteristics of ghetto childrenthe

background, preparation, attitudes, and cognitive abilities they bring

to school. The most general assumption is that cognitive growth,

perceptual ability and linguistic skills have been hampered in a cul-

turally deprived environment of ghetto homes and neighborhood.

More recently a somewhat different perspective has emerged.

This focus, while not denying the impact of some extra-school factors,

shifts to the schools themselves. Emphasis here is nlaced on the

lack of adaptability and flexibility in the organizational structure

of the ghetto schools, on the attitudes of the teachers, and the

notion that the school must be held accountable for the failure to

educate ghetto children. Pearl notes for example that "It is important

to examine the attributes of schooling which could conceivably be

driving youth out of education."4 And again, others have noted that

it seems reasonable to assume that the failures of many ghetto children

are the result of their teachers' attitudes and behavior toward them".

Hentoff shares this perspective with some vigor:

There is very little hope [of "saving" ghetto children in

school] unless the ghetto communities themselves through-

out the country demand that the schools be made more account-

able to them. That if teachers and P rincipals fail to

educate, they be removed. That the weight of the blame

be taken off the kids and placed where it belongs--on the

schools.5 (Underlining added)

The focus of this report is also on the schools. Fe will, as

others have been, be highly critical of the schools and their staffs,

particularly of the authoritarian 13ureaucratic structure. But, as we

'hope to make clear, we insist the schools can only be understood as

a direct reflection of the social, economic and political realities

of American society. What, for example, would be the economic conse-

quences if the "lower class" schools were, indeed, "successful" and

turned out the same proportion of well trained college-bound young

people that come from more "middle class" schools rather than janitors,

3Vera P. John, "The Intellectual Development of Slum Childrenl

Some Preliminary Findings," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry,XXXIII

(1963), and Martin Deutsch, 'The Role of Social Class in Language

Development and Cognitian," prepared for the Institute for Develop-

mental Studies, Department of Psychiatry New York Medical College,

(April 1964).

4Arthur Pearl, "Schools Versus Kids pp. 161-173, in Irwin

Deutscher and Elizabeth J. ThoMpson (Ede.), /11112ag_ti:
Encounters with the Poor, Basic Books, Inc., (19(8), p. 162.

5Nat Hentoff, "The Mystery That Isn't: How Do You Ge_ Those

Slum Savages to Learn?' Evergreen, XIII (tlay 1968) p. 41
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pump jockeys, waiters, domestic workers, and welfare recipients?

The now popular game of "get the schools", and the even morej,opular

one of "get the teacher" does little more than add another set of

scapegoats to account for the continuing inequities in the American

stratification system.

But even as we came to believe in the course of this research

that basic changes in the schools will be extraordinarily difficult

without ramifying changes in the larger society, we also came to

believe that there is room for manuever. Even within the present

system, it is possible to make the schools more flexible and less

damaging. In documenting the process-day by day, month by month,

year by year--by which educational failure is assured for many chil-

dren we hope to be able to detail, in concrete terms points of

possible change that will reduce the casualties.

The Research Design_

Various research methods were used throughout the lifetime

the project, but largely as supplements to the primary method of

"natu:alistic observation". How this method WAS actually implemented

is detailed below. It is important, however, to note here the more

general conception of this method so that the findings may be more

adequately evaluated.

Professor Jules Henry, the initial principal investigator of

the project, designed the.research along the lines he had formeay

utilized in his studies of families, schools, and homes for the aged.

This work is best documented in his Culture Against Man.6 It involves

a highly personalized conception of research, one in which the in-

vestigator spends a great deal of time observing subjects in their

"natural habitat" without participating in ongoing activities.

Professor Henry's use of the method of "naturalistic observation"

or non-participant observation in this project involved sending

researchers into classrooms and homes with instructions to observe

and note as much as possible about the situation but, as described

below, with some focus on aspects of the.situation that Professor

Henry thought critical, for example, interaction between the child

and the teacher. He believed, also, in working very closely with

the researchersconstantly reviewing their protocols and discussing

their reactions, feelings perceptions and intuitions.

This method, as-used by 'Henry, departs sharply from the m re

traditional methods of cellecting data. It.does not involve the

development of specific hypothesesalthodgh instructions to the

researchers as to "what to look for" surely suggest there were

implicit hypothesesor the collectiOn.of Structured data to test

these hypotheses. Rather, its claim to scientific validity.depends

ndom House, 963)
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on the collection of great quantities of data by well trained and
sensitive observers and the subsequent interpretation of these data

by, in Professor Henry's case, of a scholar with great insight and
the ability to manage masses of qualitative data.

The latter point is crit_cal. This method, as it was person-
alized by Henry depends heavily on the interpretive abilities of one
person. In the case at hand it means that it is very likely that
this report is not one that Professor Henry would have written.
Rather it represents a compromise between the direction of the re-
search begun by Professor Henry and the subsequent interests and

skills of the staff that took over during his illness and subsequent

death. The debt of this report to Professor 7eary is no where more
keenly felt than in our certainty that there were more things to be

seen than we saw and that, with his skills, Professor Henry would

have seen these things.

As initially designed by Professor Henry, It was in ended that

the study would develop in several phases: Phase 1, Step 1: Observa-

tion of Negro kindergartens; Phase 1, Step 2: selection of particular

Children for dbservation; Phase 1, Step 3: concentration of observa-

tion, in kindergarten, of selected childrew Phase 1, Step 4: obser-

vation of the children in their homes; and in Phase 1, Step 5,

observation in the peer group. In Phase 2, to begin in the second

year, the same children were to be observed in the same situations

in the first g ade. Phase 3 was to be a study of the "school cul-

ture".

In a very general sense, the pro ect followed this three year

model. As is often the case, however, different foci than had been

anticipated emerged out of the ongoing research itself. Thus, for

example, the felt need for comparative data led to some observations

of suburban "middle-class" schools and to one "working-class" school.

Sone emphasis was also placed on a general study of the strmiture,

philosophy and problems of the school system. Further, sav.e.ral

linguistic sub-studies were initiated including the use of Black

American English in classroom teaching and research on lexical dif-

ferentiation between kindergarten children and 6qi and 8th graders.

School Observations

The bulk of the data collec-ed by the pro ect sta f is from

four different schools in one sells district in a midwestern city

school system. These four schools, attended entirely by black chil-

dren, were, after considerable consultation, assigned to the project

by the Director of InStruction in the city school system. There is

no evidence that these schools were in any way atypical of black

schools in the school system, except, according to the Director of

Instruction, they were "less studied than others". We noted, however,

that many of the teachers.preferred.a position in one of these schools

to an assignment further "downtown" in housing project schools. As
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noted, addit onal data were gathered in two upper "mi d e-class"

suburban elementary schools and one working-class urban school.

Researchers observed a kindergarten class in their assigned

schools twice a week during the first several months of data gather-

ing. Each class visit was one and one-half hours. Although research-

ers noted as much as possible about the class during these sessions,

the primary focus was teacher-child interaction. Stress was placed

on noting verbatim, using handwritten notation, every statement of

both the teacher and the child--especially the teacher's instructions

for a lesson, how the boys and girls responded to such directions,

and how the teacher reacted to the responses. The zp.e.slrchers noted

correct and i-icorrect student responses and 1..es:7 th.ay -:mre dnalt with

by the teacbAr. In reporting tear+.. octionr,, 7:-Lenrers paid

attention to ths teacher's mobilic, fAcial gescures aad tone of voice

in an effort to describe the context of classroom relationships and

to uncover "double messages" from the teacher--where speech and action

differ in meaning. It was assumed that the teather's actions usually

carried negative or positive valence for the child and that it was

possible to code and count such actions.

Researchers were instructed to ncte the overall behavior of

the class at lea.st ovne every fifteen miuk,i:es, during the observation

period. They to.* an overall scan,..recoriing such .things as noise

level, attentiveness, mood'of students, etc.

Although the main emphasis was teacher-child interchanges,

researchers also noted conversations between boys and girls. They

obtained permission from the teacher to move about the room freely,

making it possible to sit very close to the children--even occasion-

ally on the floor with them. The researcher moved around freely cnly

with the consent of the teacher and exercised discretion in not

interrupting any lessons. They were as unobtrusive as poble

observing but not taking part in any classroom activity. W..pc:

interchanges between the 'researcher and children were avoied as much

as possible in the classroom. All of the researchers reported to the

effect that the children very quickly treated them as a "piece of

furniture" although the teachers remained more or less aware of their

presence. It cannot be assumed the classroom was ever completely

"natural!' in our presence but because the children were unaware of

our aims they acted normally thus forcing the teacher to behave in

patterned ways.

Two kinds of interviews were conducted with the teachers--a

formal interview with predesigned questions and numerous informal

conversations about the progress of the children, philosophy Pf

teaching, school activities, etc. These conversations were, as often

as not, initiated by the teacher. The researchers also visited alms

all of 'the teachers at their homes.

Early in .the kindergarten school year eachers were asked to

designate four children - -two (a boy and girl whom they would predict
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as potentially successful in school and two (a boy and a girl) whom
they saw as potentially poor achievers. The dhoice and the criteria
for the dhoice was left entl,ay to the teacher. Ihe ghetto teachers
had no difficulty making these dhoices. Talbert, one of the researdh
assistants, notes that in one suburban "middle-class" sdhool the
teadher said it was not possible to make suCh dhoices, insisting that
all of the children would succeed. (She finally settled on a random
selection of four children). In subsequent observations, the re-
searchers focused on these children more intensely although the more
general teacher-pupil interaction remained primary. Any particular
observation§ Of any particular children were always placed in the
classroom context.

While the researchers were in the school and school area, they
noted various display materiala, arrangement of offices, condition
of the school (glass in the-school'yard, broken windows, etc.),
activities going on in the school building, the school yardt'and the
surrounding neighborhood.

In late NoVember and early December, 1967, with the inception
of home visits, classroom observations were reduced in number but not
in duration--observations in assigned classrooms were undertaken once
a week for the remainder of the school year, for the same one and

one-half hour time period. In the two subsequent years the durati n
and frequency of classroom observation varied, depending on the
problem and focus of the individual researcher.

In all, more than 306 class oom observations were made--242 in
black classrooms and 64 in whiteje Two hundred and nine observations
were made in 7 kindergartens, 86 in 7 first grade classrooms, and

23 in 1 second grade classroom.

Home Observations

Researdhers visited the homes of the four children that had
been selected as doing well or doing poorly. They told the families
that they were in the schools that their child attended, knew the

child's teacher, were interested in how boys and girls learn in school
and that they would like to talk to them about school and their chil-

dren. It WAS made clear to the parents that refusal or consent to
the interview would not influence the teacher's treatment or attitudes

toward the child. They also emphasized that they were not "inspec,
tors," that they would not reveal information to the schools; and
they were in no position to "help" the child in school. Nevertheless

it is possible that some of the parents thought the visits'would in
some way help their children or, being unclear of the role of the

*Additional observations were made in a ghetto Head Star
Program and in 2 summer school classrooms between kindergarten and
first grade.
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researcher, were afraid not to cooperate. In any event, only onewhite "middle-class family refused to be interviewed.

In all, 180 home visits were made of 28 families. The numberand duration of visits varied, largely because of the difficulties
in locating some of the families and in setting up observation periodsaround the parents' working schedules.

During the first visit, the researchers all had similar
general questions to ask the parents in conversational form, havingpreviously committed them to memory. In subsequent visits, no formalguidelines for conversation were set out. While the main focus ofobservations WAS on parent-child interaction, home observations
included everything the researcher could remember from the time ofhis arrival until the time of his departure--ranging from a descrip-tion of the condition of the neighborhood, a chronicle of activities
occurring in the home during the visit, and such things as trips tothe neighborhood market and automobile rides with-the Children.

During home visits, researchers dressed casually, were rela-
tively informal, and did not take any notes. As soon as poFsible
after the visit, the researcher dictated an account of the observa-
tions. (The researchers did take notes on the specific formal ques-
tions but only, if he "felt" that this would not upset the parents or
negatively influence his role asAn observer.)

pktnerita

At different times during the life time of the project inter-
views were carried out with other classroom teachers, principals,
staff personnel such as librarians, special teachers and counselors
as well as some administrative officers including the district super-
intendent, the-superintendent and several members of the school
board. Researchers also observed and recorded teachers' meetingsand PTA meetings. Over the three years, some 75 interviews with
teachers and other school personnel were recorded, along with some
11 PTA. meetings and 11 teacher meetings.

More informal observations were also recorded from conversationwith teachers and principals in the lounge or in the halls, with
children in the hall and onthe playground, And on field trips.
Additional sources of data include.report cards, samples,of class-
room materials and assignments, office memos to the teachers, and
children's drawings. Periodically, dlagrams, of seating arrangementsof the class were drawn.

Codin

As soon as Possible following each observational Period or
interview researChers dictated, using tape recorders the protocols
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from their handwritten notes or,
memory. These were subsequently
seardhers. (In one school, some

in the case of home visits, from
transcribed and checked by the re-
material was taped.)

A number of different coding schemes were used during the
course of the research including that found in "A Cross-Cultural
Outline of Education."7 As the research progressed, however, dif-
ferent substantive interests of the staff eventually led to different
modes of analyses with the result that no one particular scheme of
coding was applied across the data.

Protection of Subjects

All school personnel involved in the research were fully
info med of the nature of the project and guaranteed anonymity. No

classrooms were observed without the cooperation of the principal
and the teacher.

No classroom materials such as dhildren's homework or tes s,
were taken without the teacher's consent. Both the teachers and
the principals, as well as the assistant superintendent, had the
last word in deciding which materials would be used. If they were
hesitant to furnish materials requested, no pressure was placed upon
them to change their minds.

Although real names, except for teadhers and principals, were
employed in typed protocols, code names for all subjects were used
in all published and unpublished papers. Code names were also used
for schools, streets, and all locations in whidh research was under-
taken. Protocols were kept in a locked file with access only to the
pro ect staff.

A clear and honest representation of the pro ect's purposes
was made to each of the families observed, although they were not

told why their children had been chosen. None of the activities
taking place in the homes of children were related to school per-
sonnel

ations to.the Research

The limitation to this type of research, with its emphasis on

"naturalistic" or systematic non-participant observati n are well

known. There is the very human praleml Of selective Perception, and

more generally the distortion of the observation and Interpretations

to fit preconceived ideas. Further, while observatiOns were extensive,

they were made periodically--possibly "missing" important behavior
r

7Ju es Henry, "A Cross-Cultural,Outline of uca ion,," Current

AnthropolggY (July 1960) pp. 267-305.
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and patterns of activity. In addition, while.similar studies mightbe done, replication of this research is impossible--time, people,
and places will have' changed.

Less recognized are the distortiOns of class and race impingingupon the observations. Many, though certainly not all, of the chil-
dren and the faMilies observed were both black and poor. The re-
searchers, male and female, 2 black and 9 white, were "middle-class"
by virtue of both education and occupation. W6 have been alert tothe biases, prejudices, and stereotypes that will inevitably intrudein such situations but have no means of knowing how well they havebeen controlled.

One critical problem was the.view the black families may havehad of the researchers. Were they perceived as just one more repre-
sentative of the "repressive" system? Were they afraid that the
researchers might have something to do with cutting off relief, orof bringing down the wrath of the school on their-child, or of neg-
atively evaluating some family activity? There is little doubt that
some of the families were highly suspicious of the researdhers and
protected themselves in vaiious ways such as agreeing with every
statement, never volunteering information, pretending lack of under-
standing, or praising, feeding and joking with the researcher. Someof the children, following their mother's cues, may also have been
on guard against the researcher's intrusions.

One of the staff has become convinced that some blacks may use
a number of adaptive strategies that hide their real beliefs and
attitudes in the presence of researchers. She says:

By way of concrete illustration it might be asked whether
the majority of descriptions of black parents and Children
are not more than descriptions of their adaptation to the
presence of a white "middleclase professional, a con-
descending interviewers or an unenlightened "do-gooder."

One can ask what in a black child's past experience with
members of the white majority class would motivate him to
vulnerability and expression of his inner feelings: Why
should a black mother, already experienced with the welfare
office and the police department have any trust in a re-
searcher who visits once or twice a week with fhe promise
of alleviation of educational problems? The answer is of
course that there is little reason for trust or sharing of
confidences and there is a grat likelihood of the obtain-
ing of information which only serves to support the already
existing stereotypes of the ghetto family.9

8Carol Talbert, "A. Soeiolinguistic Analysis of Teacher-Pupil
In erac ion," (1970) minieo.
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She further notes:

No one should assume for a moment that black persons are
naive concerning their position in society nor the moti-
vation of most researchers. Furthermore, they are quite
adept at playing games w th the researcher and managing
to hide their attitudes

We are not unmindful of this problem particularly as it m-

pinges on home observations. It may be of somewhat less concern ir
classroom observations partly because of the age and sophistication of
the children and partly because the number and frequency of observa-
tions in each classroom are such as to give some assurances we were
recordin it "like it really is.

9Ibid.
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Sec Findings and Analysis

CHAPTER I

SUCCESS AD PAILU E IN G.ETTO SCHOOLS

The central focus of this research has been on the experiences
of a number of dhildren in ghetto schools, "to elmcidate their lives,
to account for their particular success or failure in school." We do
not, of course, have the whole story. But we believe we have a great
deal of it. To anticipate, the findings as related to school experi-
ences, dre as follows:

1. An ideolo of ailure permeated the school system we

studied. The personnel believed that no matter how well the students
were t,11 a relatively high proportion were potential failures.

2. Teachers judged the potential success or failure of their
students very early in the kindergarten year.

3. Children selected as "doing well" or as "potential succes-
ses" tended to be cleaner and better dressed, come from economically
"better" homes, be girls, showed ability and willingness to follow
directions, and had greater verbal skills, particularly the ability to
"code-switch" between Black American English and Standard American
English, than children defined as "doing poorly" or as "potential
failures."

4. The teachers' dhoices were not made on the basis of formal
testing. Me believe that the teachers based their decisions on a
number of behavioral traits which they assumed to be predictive of
"success." We are not able to precisely identify all these traits.
They appear, however, to fall into three categories: (1) those indi-
cating fhat fhe dhild is "teachable" or can learn, such as following
directions and verbal skills, (2) those indicating that the child can
adapt to bureaucratic school norms, such as being quiet, disciplined,
neat and orderly, and (3) those indicating that the child might achieve
"niddle-class" goals, particularly those related to upward mobility,
such as being from economically "better" homes, being submissive and
polite, and being able to defer gratifications.

5. The teachers developed s
of their dhoices.

fo of "track"system on the

6. Once a dhild was labeled by the teadher as belonging in
a "low" or "high" group he tended to stay there, not only throughout

the school year but in at least one case in our study, through kinder-

garten, first and second grade.
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7. In general, the teacher interacted not only much more
frequently with students in the "high" than with students in the "
groups but differentially--giving more supportive behavior to the

"high" groups and more control oriented behavior to the "law."

The Ideology of_Failure

The school board, superintendents, principals, teachers and
staff personnel in the school system we observed believed that some

few of the students would "make it" and many would not. They believed

that a relatively hj.gh proportion of their students were "slow
learners"--that no matter how well they were taught they were poten-

tial failures. It was simply expected that many would_fail and drop

out.

The obvious sources of this belief were the hard facts--few

did make it and many did not. Since it had alwaysgane on in the past
it was expected to happen in the future. But the belief WAS supported

by other factors. There was the image of life in the ghetto--of
"cultural deprivation," inadequate background, attitudes, and cognitive
abilities--that was supposed to assure failure for many. There was

too, as documented elsewhere, the racism of the black personnel in

the black schools.1 And, of course, the belief was further reinforced
by the comparative impoverishment of the ghetto schools. Large classes,

inadequate facilities, and the relative lack of resource personnel
suggest the completely rational position that even if the success and

failure syndrome were not so entrenched it would "make sense" to con-
centrate on potentiallx successful students and put little investment
in poor risk ch1ldren.4 This is the "under" side of the belief that
it was "right" to concentrate on only the most capable. For the

others, slum life makes them impossible not only to teach but even to
discipline. The belief so permeated the school system Chat it was
explicitly conveyed in the teacher's colleges, was passed on from
principals to teachers and from experienced teachers to new teachers.

One principle reported, f r example, when asked what he thought
would become of the children:

Well, many of these children will go on. Mast will finish
elementary school and most of them I believe will start in
high school. Some will drop out though. A few of them will
finish high school and start college. I am trying to say
that I don't think that the schbol is going to make that
much difference. If it does, you won't really be able to
say. I feel some will be successful, but most will be at

See especially Gerald E. Levy, Ghetto School e as 1970)

2Per onal communication from Carol Talbert.



the same level as their parents. Some will be on relief.

Now I would say that when this generation grows up the
percentage on relief (55% in the school) shou d decrease
and that will be an accomplishment in itself.

We have then a situation in which teachers, imbedded with this belief,

faces some thirty Children in the first weeks of kindergarten or first
grade. Decisions about "potentiality" are crucial and the teacher
must be programmed to make her choices. Efficiency demands little

vacillation and she chooses. She is not called to task for her
selections, and even if she were she has the entire panoply of cliches
which can be used to legitimize the choices.4 (And, as will be shown,
by the time the children can be tested they have already been
selected.")

It is not surpris ng then, fhat when we asked the teacher to
select from their claSses two students "doing well" and two "doing

poorly" they had no difficulty in selecting the potential high
achievers and potential low achievers. This is in sharp contrast to
the suburban "middle-class" schools where Talbert reports that the
teacher simply assumed that All the children would "make it" and if
they were having Problems it was only a temporary difficulty, such as
an emotional problem at home that could be counseled.5

It is possible that the ease with which ghetto teachers were
able to select potential "high" and "law" achievers, particularly in
contrast to white Suburban schools, is, in part, related to greater
cultural heterogeneity in the ghetto classrooms. We do not have such

data comparing suburban and ghetto schools, but the researchers all

noted the great range of difference within the ghetto classrooms and

homes in the dress, income level, experiences, and preparation for

school of the children. (See Table 1, this Chapter.) Some children

in the study were, by any criteria one might choose, from "middle-

class" families while-others in the same classroom lived in families
where the income was below the pove ty line.

The-teachers justified their Choices in verY similar ways.
As one ghetto teacher noted:

I guess the best way to describe it is that very few chil-
dren in my class are exceptional. I guess you could notice
this just from the way the children were seated this year.
Those at Table I gave consistently the most responses

3Per muti±cation fromPay C. Ms t.

4Personal communication from Carol Talbert.

5Carol Talbert seminar report.
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throughout the year and seemed most in erested and aare
of what was going on in the classroom.

Of those children at the re aining two tables, the teacher commented:

It seems to me that some of the children at Table 2 and

most all the Children at Table' 3 at times seem to have no
idea of what is going on in fhe classroom and were off in
another world all by themSelves. It just appears that

some can do it and some cannot. 1 don't think that it is
the teaching that affects those that cannot do it, but

some are just basically low adhievers.7

Children in "H 0" and Groups

There is considerable evidence that many of the teachers judged

the potential success or failure of all their students shortly after

school began. This is particularly striking in one study where the

teacher made permanent seating assignments of her kindergarten class

on the eighth day of school, to Tables 1, 2, and 38

There is also considerable evidence that the teachers utilized

both academic and extra-academic criteria in their judgments of poten-

tial success and failure, although we do not know how conscious the

teachers were of the criteria they used. Interviews with the teachers

probing for these criteria were relatively unsuccessful: typical are

the responses of the teacher already quoted to the effect that "some

are just basically low achievers." Whatever the criteria used, they

do not involve formal testin No tests were administered to the

childrendicinderartenearexcetforaienct
test at the end of the ear.

There were marked differences among the children who were

placed in "higher" and "lower" groups--differences in appearance,

socio-economic status, vetbal skills, sexual status,- and ability to

follow directions. We will review first the differences among the

children in the "higher" and "lower" groups, the reinforcement of some

of these differences through tracking, and then discuss the general

criteria that appear to be involved in the selection of high and low

achieving children. (We will not cite .all of the studies completed

on the project but rather focus on those-which highlight-the relatively

consistent trend of findings. Studies indicating exceptions will be

noted.)

6Ray C. Rist, "Student Social Class and.Teacher Expectations:
The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy in Ghetto Education," Harvard_Educational

Rev ew, Vol. 40, (August 1970), P. 425.

7Ibid. , p. 425 8Ibid. p. 419.
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As indicated, the early selection of "high" and "low" chil-
dren was most dramatic in a classroom where the teacher made permanent
seating assignments of her kindergarten class on the eighth day of
school, to Tables 1, 2, and 3. Prior to this time she had several
sources of information concerning the children, none of which was
directly related to the academic potential of the kindergarten child.
These sources concerned various types of social information such as
the financial status of certain families, medical care, presence or
absence of a telephone in the home, as well as the family structure
.including the number of siblings and whether the children lived with
both, one, or neither of his natural parents.

. The teacher also had had several days to observe the children1
The researcher reports:

The behavior, degree and type of verbalizat on dress, manner-
isms, physical appearance, and performance on the early tasks
assigned during class were available to her as she began to
form opinions concerning the capabilities and-potential of
the various children. That such evaluation of the children by
the teacher was beginning, 1 believe there is little doubt.
Within a few days, only a certain group of children were
continually being called on to lead the class in the Pledge
of Allegiance, read the weather calendar each day, come to
the front for "show and tell" periods, take messages to the
office, count the .number of children present in fhe alass,
pass out materials for class projects, and be in charge of
equipment on the Playground, bathroom, library or on a school
tour. This one group of dhildren that continually were
physically .close to the teacher and had a high degrge of
verbal interaction with her, she placed at Table 1.'

As one progressed from Table 1 to Table 2 and Table 3, there
was an increasing,dissimilarity between each group of children at the
different tables on.at least four major criteria. The first criterion
appeared to be the physiCal appearance of the child. While the chil-
dren at. Table I were all dressed'in clean clothes that were relatively
new and pressed,. most of the children at Table 2 and with only one
exception at Table 3, all were quite poorly dressed. The clothes were
old and often quite dirty. The children at Tables 2 and 3 also had
a noticeably different quality and Ruantity of clothes to wear,
especially !during the winter months. Vhereas the children at Table I
would came.-on cold days with heavy coats and sWeaters, the children
at the other two tables often wore very thin spring coats and summer
clothes. The single child at Table 3 who came to school iluite nicely
dressed came from a home in which the mother was receiving welfare
funds, but was supplied with clothing for the children by the families
of her brother and sister.

Ibid. pp. 417-418.
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An additional aspedt of the physical appearance of the'children
related to their body odor. While none 'of the dhildren at Table 1

came to class with an odor of urine on 'them, there were two dhildren

at Table 2 and five children at Table 3 who frequently had such an

odor. There was not a clear distinction among fhe Children at the
various tables as to the degree of "blackness" of their skin, but
there were more children at the third table with very dark skin (5 in
all) than there were at the first table (3). There was,also a notice-
able distinction among the various groups of children as to the condi-
tion of their hair. While the three boys at Table 1 all had short
hair cuts and the' four girld at the same table had their hair "proces-

sed" and combed, the number of children with-either matted or unpro-
cessed hair increased at Table .2 (two boya and three girls) and eight

of the Children at Table'3 (four boys and four girls).' None of the

children in the kindergaften clads' wore their hair in the style of
"natural."

A _second major criteria which appeared to differentiate the

dhildren at the variOus tables Was their social behavior, both among

themselves and With the teaaher. The immoral Children who began.to

develop as leaders Within -eft e. class by giving directions to other
member's,' initiarAdg the division of fhe class into teams on the play-

ground and oreeking to speak for-the. clase to .the teacher ("We:want

to color now"), all were placed by the teacher at Table'l.' This same

group Of children displayed considerable ease-in their interaction

with her. Whereas"the children at Tables 2 and 3 would often linger
on the' periphery of groups surrounding the teaCher, the-children at
Table I most often crowded close to her.

'use of- language within the classroom appeared to be the
third. Ma or differentiation' amOng the children. While the children
placed at the first table were quite' verbal, both,with other.children
_and with'the teacher, the' children placed at the remaining two tables

spoir-4;flitich less frequentlrwith. the teacher. The children placed
at' the first table'Alio'displa5ied a'greater use, of Standard 'American
English within the classroom. Mhereas the dhildren place& at the
last two tables often responded to the teacher in Black American
English; 'the children at the first-table did-so 'very infrequently.
In other words, the children at the first table wereauCh. more adept
at the Use of "school language" than were those 'at 'other .tables. The
teacher utilized Standard American Engliah in the classroom and one
group of dhildren were able to-respcind in a)like manner.- :In most of-
die classrooms observed, the'teacher 'used both Standard American English
and Black American English. The frequency of "no response",to
question from the teacher was recorded at a ratio of nearly three to
one for the dhildren at the last OWO tables as opposed to Table 1.
When questions were asked, the Children who were placed at the fir t
table most often gave a response.

The final ariftikent'e t r on-by which 'the' children at the
first table were quite noticeably different from thoseat the other
table3 consisted of a series of social factors which were known to
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the teacher prior to her seeting the., children.? Though.. it is not known
to what, degree she utilized'this particular criterion when she assigned
seats, it does contribute to developing a clear profile of the chil-
dren at, the various tables. Table '1 gives a sumary of the 'distribu-.
tion of the children at the threetables on # series of variables
related to social- and, family conditions... Such, variables may be

considered to give indication of the relative status of ,the children .

within çhe room, 'based on the income, education, and size of the
f

In this classro- then, children may. have been judged and
evaluated at least as much, on ;socio-economic .criteria as, on intellec-
tual potential. .More precipely,,,perhops, they may have .been judged

on the basis of the .belief that certain %behaviors, .attitudes, and

physical tharacteristics are more. crucial,to learning school .than

others. Thus children placed at the "high" tables tended to Smell
and look cleaner,. wore better clothes, and came from families of
"higher" 'socio-economic :status than children placed at the "lower"
tables., The "high" :children !also tended 'to .be,,c1.0a5 leaden .slthough
it .is int_clear :MAO ,of,:this, as we shall flote 'later, is:a .function
of their. being-placed the high -tables Finally,.the "high", ,chii-
drat'. tended to bei more verbal , both in their frequency of , reaPOnse

questiontf end' -to their:;seeming ability!to use-Standardi.American Tagil h

or "sthool language4,").,:Subsequent research', on- the project. hati increas-
y indicated, the .iMfortance of- the latter.: this involves , not, only

the ability- to use, Standard American English-;but:,morg.criticallY the
itY-to switch from Black American to-..Standard American En lish
propriate situations.

Thus,` another study of- a. kindergarten class, givgs,some indi-
cation that.' the child's capatity i.to.'alternate between early .learned,

languagw (in this context. referrei-ta ets Black:American -English),,and

tejttbook language (Standard' Americani ,English)!. may:be- _critical _in th
initial procasS of 'rating".children' actording. to ,their, ,potentiality..
This study, Snalyiing- the, 'language of the_children: different:sem-
textd 4ndicated .that. textbook reading is-a -task calling ,. for the
learning: -of, phonological`3itteranceS norlound ift 'the .speech rof some

preSchool 'black children. In, order to -read. ;Standar4i ,Englisk;text!.!
bOOks the child -:must enlarge.- his :phonological .structures:iwith.,almos
twice 'as- many new vowel !phones In this., class room,, the child !s: :flex-

ibility in- code .switthing Was -related to h is being placed --in -High

reading group:by the teacher. --,; Such placement -was also ,,related ,to, -some

extent 'to being' female.' an& to 'higher socioeconomicstetus.::-,Talbert
suggests: '

"IbAd. pp. 419-421.

"Carol Talbert, '.1Socio-
Pupi (1970), eo'.



TABLE.l

DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS FACTORS BY
SEATING ARRANGEMENT AT THE TIME TABLES

IN TIE KINDERGARTEN. CLASSROOM

FACTORS LE

I T

1 Families on welfare
' 2 Families with father

employed
Families ulth mother
. employed. . 99
Families with both
parents employed

5) Total family income .

below $3,0420./yr**. .

6) Total family income above
S12,000./yr** . . .

2

2

EDUCATION

Father ever grade school . . 6

2) rather ever high school . . . 5

3) TEit.her ever college . . a a 1

4) Mother ever grade school. . .

5) Mother gver high school . .

6) Mother etver. college

7) Children with nre-sch
experience. a a 4 9 4 6

7

4

:Families with one child
'Families with gix O'r more

children.- ,

3) Average nuMber of siblings
in family . . . . 9 9

4) Families with both parents
yresent . . ft 9 NO

3-4

6

6-7

2

There are nine ch ldren at Table 1 e even at Table 2 and

ten ch ldren at Table 3.

**Estimated from stated occupation.
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Learning Of text-book language (based upon Standard
American English) is found to be related to the develop-

ment of increasing phonological variability on the part

of the dhildren. This process does not appear to-affect

their continual use of their "familial" of Black American

English but rather is more an additive, which the child

may naturalize if he so desires and, the situation calls

for it. The placement of the child in a High group seems

to be highly related to his ability to switch from familiar

to textbook patterns of speech, and this in turn is
related to certain socio-economic factors as well as to the

sex (female) of the child.12

Many of the researdhers on this project have'noted that g rls

in the classrooms were not only more frequently singled out as do ng

well rather than doing poorly but that in general girls received more

preferential treatment than boys. Thus for example:

Mts. Bobb was never observed to.offer tactile reinforcement

to, a boy for any reason, whereas*she frequently did so for

girlssometimes for no reason, on the girl's part. That

the pupils appreciated this fact is evident in the girls'

frequent advances to touch her, sometimes' merely in passing

while the boys always kept their distance. This difference

can be seen not-only in non-content interaction (sudh as

while-the children are lining up for recess) but in conten

teaching, as when a girl makes a correct response to a

question. ,In these instances the girl:is oftev hugged

while the boy is given only a verbal response.°

Interviews with teachers indicate they are probably aware that the

girls receive more attention than the boys; Teachers commented:

'Boys are rougher than girls.
"Thd boys are left alone. Girls we watch after, boys we don

"Most of the teachers are teaching the girls."

We do not know the reasons for this, except that several o

the researdhers report that the girls tended to bess disruptive (either

becaupg.of socialization-or earlier maturity) and tended to conform

more to the teadhers' demands. We'would suggest that this tends to

be a common phenomenon in many public schools. Little girls in the

United States tend to be socialized into the kinds of=conforming

12Ibid.

13Mark Schoepfle, "A
Behavio (1968) mimeo.
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behaviors which are highly regarded in early school ears--be ore
4enthusiasm and innovation are allowed and important.

We have thus far indicated that personnel in the ghetto schools
we studied expected that many of the children would fail. We have
also demonstrated some of the differences among the children defined
as potential successes and failures. Initially, at least, those de-
fined as potential success tended to be cleaner and better dressed,
came from economically "better' homes, be girls, show ability to and
willingness to follow directions, and have greater verbal skills,
particularly'the dbility to "code-switch" between Black American
English and Standard American English, than children defined as "doing
poorly" or as "potential failures." Later, to these factors are added
some combination of classroom work receiving a grade, attendance,

, A
formal test scores, and, very importantly, reputation,

I, m.e., reports

from former teadhers. But whatever complex of factors are involved,
potential success and failure, as defined by the teacher, is not
limited to cognitive abilities (Whidh is not to assume that they
should). We have evidence of these decisions being made early in the
absence of formal "testing" and evidence, of children doing "correct"
work most of the time who were not regarded as potential successes by
the teacher.15 In any event, a study of these criteria is critical
for it appears that it is the teadher's oPinion that plays a dominant
role in determining the child's fate in pUblic school.

1,'_Tra.ck"SstemAMlinPr'hec
In almost all of the dlassrooms observed, teachers developed

some sort of "Track" system. (Only one, of the 11 ghetto classrooms
observed had no "track" system and in this case the dhildren were
all "low so in a sense they were still tracked.) There were the
"highs" and "lows," or the "stars" and "non-stars," or "Tables 1, 2,
and 3," or the "Tigers," the "Cardinals," and the "Clowns," etc. As

noted, most observers found this tracking, especiallY in kindergarten,

140ne researcher has sugges ted, from her preliminary observa-
tions black homes that girls are instructed .in 'sexually differenti-
at ng roles very early and this is frequently reflected in their "bossy"

or "matriarchal" behavior in the early grades with the girls attempting

to seduce, ridicule, and outshine the little.boys. See Carol Talbert,

A Discussion of Research Aims and Strategies for Studying Inner-City
FAmily Behavior," (1970), Cb) mimeo. Both Talbert and Giauldner have

independently observed a relatively permissive, integrated experimen al

school, where it appears that, in this atmosphere, the boys, not the
girls are dominant. The boys are the catalysts and doers while the
girls are less innovative, more restricted, and more concerned with
peer relations than with "objects" and "tasks."

15-Seminar re2o t of Patricia Roberts and Bruce Zelkov z.
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to be Clearly relaied to appearance, to socio-economic status, to

following directions, to verbal ability (particularly the abil ty to
switch from 7Black. American English" to "Standard American
English"--that Is, to use both in appropriate situations), and to
being female.

We do not knowto what extent:the various groupings of the
teacher were based. on Cognitive abilities and even if adequate measures
were availdble,,they wogld be suspect. They would be suspect because
of two significant.findings in this research One is fhat once a child

has been labeled b the teacher as beton in in a "low" or "higr_group'
he tends to s a there not onl throughout the ache, ear but in at

hrouph kinder arten and second
al, the teadher interacts
n "- than with students

grade.
not on reuenti with s uden

differentlaU vin more su'ortive behavior
and more cn ol or ented behavior to the o

It is hardly a startling observation that educational success
is not assured fer all Children in an .irrcr .-city classroom. The point

is perhaps better .made that educational failure is assured for some
inneiciiY.classrooms. They are "pushed out" rather than

"drop-out." To the degree that teachers early label the "successes"

and the "faiiures" by whatever criteria--cognitive abilities or social

class .or some combination thereof--treat the children differentially

according to these labels, and pass on to the next teacher these labels

the failure of the "failures should surprise no one.

Researchers reported a rather strong informal norm among
teachers sugh that pertinent information, especially that related
to ,discipline matters, was to be passed on to the next teacher of the

student. The teacher!s lounge became the location 'in which they would
discuss the performance of individual children as well as mdke comments
concerning the parents and.their interest in the student and the
schoot.. Frequently, during the first days of the Isdhool year, there'
were.admonitions to a specific teacher to mmtch out" for. a Child
believed by a teacher to be.a, "trouble maker." Teachers would also
relate techniques of controlling the behavior of a student who had

been disruptive in the class. Thus a variety of information concerning
students in the sChool was shared, whether that information regarded
academic performance, behavior'in class, or the relation of the home
to the school.

Studies of the kindergarten clasges dviring the first year of

the project indicated clearly bOth the labeling and differential inter-
action patterns. In discussing social distance between the teacher
and pupils Rist reportsi

'Way C. "Student Social Class,"
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The spatial arrangement reflects the role of the teacher
as one who is distinct from the choldren and has areas of
movement apart from those allowed the children. The teacher
in this class is in the position to move without restraint
into the restricted area of the children to either reward,
criticize, or supervise them. The pupils, on the other hand,
are not supposed to leave their desks without first gaining
permission from the teacher. The seating of the children
within this classroom takes on.added significance when it
also is noted that the teacher has seated the children
according to their "abilities." That is, she has developed
a "track" system Whereby the most,verbal and aggressive
children are placed at Table 1, the table closest to the
blackboard where the most explanations are given for assign-
ments and projects. Those children at Table 2 and 3 are
considered less verbal and less responsive by the teacher.
Throughout the year, the researcher has noted numerous
instances when the teacher has completely ignored the chil-
dren at these two tables and concentrated her entire
attention upon those few children at the first table.17

Rist also reports that the fundamental division of this class
into those expected to learn and those expected not to became rigidi-
fled during the school year--taking on a "caste-like" character, with
the teacher not only focusing most attention on the "high group" but
frequently using one of these students as examples for the rest of
the class, as in the following.

(it is Fire Prevention Week and the teacher is trying to have
the children say so. The children make a number of incor-.
rect responses, a few of which follow) -Jim, who had raised
his hand in answer to the question "Doyouknow what week it
it?" says, "October." The teacher says, "No, that'S-the name
of the month. Jane, do Ou know what special week this is?"
and Jane responds, "It cold outside." Teacher says, "No,
that is not it either. I guess I will have to call on Pamela.
Pamela, come here and stand by me and tell the rest of the
boys and girls-What special week this is.." Pamela leaves
her chair, comes and stands by the teacher, turns and faces
the rest of the class. The Teacher puts her arm around
Pamela; and Pamela says,."ftfire week." The teacher
responds, "Well Pamela, that is close, Actually it is Fire
Prevention Week."

qlhe students are involved in acting out a skit arranged
by the teacher on how a family should-come together to eat the

17Ray C. Ris "Social Distance .in a Kindergarten Classroom:
A. Sociological Perspective on Urban Education," unpublished Master's
Essay, Department of Sociology, Washington University, St. Louis,
(1968) pp. 10-11
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evening meal.) The s udents acting the roles of mother,
father and daughter are all from Table 1. The boy playing
the son is from Table 2. At the small dinner table set up
in the center of the classroom, the four children are sup-
posed to be eMrftg with eadh other what they had done
during the day--thu father at work, the mother at home and
the two children at school. The Table 2 boy makes few com-
ments. (In "real life" he has uo father and his mother
is supported by ADC funds.) The teacher comments, "I think
that we are going to have to let Fred (Table 1) be the new
son. Sam, why don't you go and sit down. Fred, you seem
to be the one who would know what a son is supposed to do
at the dinner table. You come and take Sam's place."18

Fist's observations indicate that the gap in completion of
academic material between the "high" and the "law" group continued to
widen as the year progressed. By late Maythe children at Tables 2
and 3 had little communication with the teacher and little involvement
in classroom activities.

Rist further indica es that the seating arrangement fhat
began in the kindergarten as a result of the teacher's definition -f
which children posSessed or lacked fhe necessary characteristics for
success in the public school system emerged in the first_grade as a
caste phenomenon in which there was no mobility upward."11' None of
those Children seated at either Table 2_or 3 in the kindergarten were
assigned to the table of "fast learners" in the first grade.

The second grade was also divided ,. into three groups whieh the
teacher.called the Tigers,the Cardinals, and the Clowns (sic!). She-

indicated that the key factor in this division were reading scores
(Tigers highest, Cardinals the middle, and Clowns the lowest) -.although
we note, as in-licatod in Table 2, that the distribution of social
economic status factors remains essentially unchanged from the kinder-
garten year. StUdents who had sat at Table A in the first grade were
assigned as Tigers, those at Table B as Cardinals, and the Clowns were
largely second grade repeaters.

Rist reports again on the "caste-like" character of, these
groups:

The caste character of _the reading groups became clear as
-the-year'prdgreSsea in-that all three groups were readin
in-Alflerent books'and It vas school policy that 'no child'
could go on to a new book until the previous one-had been
comPleted. Ihus there was no way for the- child, should

18Ray C. Rist, udent Social Class," cit, p. 424.

19Ibid. , p 431.
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TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS FACTORS BY
SEATING ARRANGEMENT IN THE THREE READING GROUPS

IN THE SECOND GRADE CLASSROOM

FACTORS

1) Families on welfare
2) Families with father employed
3) Families with mother employed
4) Families with both parents

employed. , . .

5) Total family income below
$3,000./yr**. . . 9

6) Total family income above
$12,000./yr.**. . .

1) Father ever grade school
2) Father ever high school
3) Father ever college . a 9 a a

4) Mother ever grade school. a a 9

5) Mother ever high school .

6) Mother ever college -

7) Children with pre-school
experience, a a a a

EDUCATION
a

Y SIZE

1 Families with one ch ld a 9 9 9 a

2 Families with six or mo e
children. a . . a .

3) Average number of siblings
in family . . . a . . .

4) Families with both parents
present ......

7

7

1

7

0
12
9

3

3-4

5

5

6

4

0

13

7

0

9

4

0

0

6-7

6 1

*There are twelve children in the Tiger group, fourteen dhildren

in the Cardinal group and nine children in the Clown group:

**Estimated from. stated occupation.



he have demonstrated competence at a higher reading level,
to advance since he had to continue at the pace of the rest
of his feeding group. The teacher never allowed individual
reading in order that a child might finish a book on his
own and move ahead. o matter how well a child in the low
reading groups might have read, he was destined to remain
in the same reading group. This is, in a sense, another
manifestation of the self-fulfilling prophecy in that a
"slow learner" had no option but to continue to be a slow
learner, regardless of performance or potential. Initial
expectations of the kindergarten teacher two years earlier
as to the ability of the child resulted in placement in a
reading group, whether high or low, from which there
appeared to be no escape. The child's journey through the
early grades of school at one reading level and in one
social grouping a peared to be decided from the eighth day
of kindergarten.

Analysis of dbservational data on the second grade, indicatesthat the teacher was one who, in general, distributed rewards sparingly,
but engaged somewhere between two and five times as much "control-
oriented" behavior (as distinct from "supportive" or "neutral") with
the Clowns as with fhe Tigers. If one may assume that the presence
of neutral and/or supportive behavior is more conducive to learning
than punishment or control-oriented behavior it is possible that the
Clowns, whom the teacher had defined as "slow and disinterested" did
not experience a positive learning situation. The further fact that
the Clowns were most isolated from the teacher and received the
least amount of her teaching time suggests that there may be good
reason to define this group as "slow and disinterested" albeit one
reason may be, as Rist points out, a vicious circle in which

control-oriented behavior is followed by further manifes-
tations of uninterest, followed.by further control behavior
and so on. The stronger the reciprocity of this pattern
of interaction, the greater one may anticipate the strength-
ening of the teacher's expectation of the " low learner" as
being either unable or unwilling to learn.

It should not be assumed that the amount of interaction with
the teacher is necessarily synonymous with learning. In fact, it may
be that teacher-dominated classrooms, even with positive overtoned,
may produce less learning than the more permissive, open, and so-
called "free" classroom situations. Being ignored by fhe teacher may
allow the child to develop and experiment on his own. The point is
not only that the Clowns were more isolated from the teacher and
experienced more control-oriented behavior but that, as in other
public schools, the Child is glued to his seat and to the teacher's

Maid. p. 435.
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daily schedule. He is not allowed to engage in creative activitiesto
exercise his (at least in kindergarten) urge to learn. Bureaucratic

needs override everything else. There must be quiet, neatness and

order. It is not just that the child is ignored but is forced to sit

with no alternatives. We will discuss later the hours of unchanging
boredom these children are forced to endure and the survival techniques

they develop.

Talbert's research parallels Rist ts.22 She studied two black
kindergartens in September, in January, and again in April with a total

of twenty-five and one-half hours of classroom observations. She

reports that the frequency of interaction between teachers and pupils
decreased markedly between September and April, with a proportionately
greater decrease in positive response and an increase in negatively

toned responses. There were marked differences between boys and girls
the boys receiving many more negative responses than girls.

By April there were only a few pupils receiving the majority
of the teachers' interactions. These were primarily girls, in the
"high" reading group who received many favorable gestures, touches,
smiles, positive comments and special privileges such as freedom to
move about the classroom, acting as "teacher's helper," carrying
messages to the office or other classrooms, etc. The remaining few

girls and boys talked among themselves, drew pictures, and spent their

days writing and drawing often on the same piece of paper which they
erased repeatedly.

The teacher often described herself as prohibited by lack of

time from giving the children the attention they needed. Shc appears

to have made the choice of positively reinforcing a limited number of

students. The remainder of the child en are permitted to just "put in

their time." Talbert reports:

One of the significant findings of this research is the

importance of the initial experiences of the pupil in
September. If the student has no interaction of a per-
sonal kind with the teacher in September, it is fairly

certain that he will not he a high interactor in April.

The child who receives a high proportion of negative
responses in September will not transform and become

the recipient of high positive responses. A student
receiving high positive interactions in September will
remain in a core around the teacher throughout the
year being, then, an active participant in most of the

teaching which occurs.23

.22Carol Talbert,
Kindergartens," o cit.

23Ibid.

n erac on and Adap ation in Two Negro
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Fu ther observation supports this4

Examination of our data indicateg;the presence of a larger
number of children with whom the teacher never interacts
in a personal manner. These children are neither disrup-
tive nor high interactors with the teacher. Some of these
children actually receive a number of negative responses
in the beginning of the school year as the teacher tries
to reduce their extreme withdrawing . . the adaptive
response which we have termed peripherality has interesting
concomitants. Not only does the child remove himself from
the teacher but usually it is a group-of boys among whom
there is continuing high interaction. These boys are
usually on the outer rim of the core around the teacher where
they will wrestle, share toys and humor, and generally
receive a lot of'satisfaction from their mutual interactions.
Such activities further remove these children from the
teacher and consequent y from the center where the teaching
process ,is occurring.4

In these kindergartens, then, there was an increase in activi
on the periphery of the classrooms over the school year. Talbert
who also observed two white "middle-class" sUburban kindergartens,
indicates that the white teachers tend to interact with all of the
children, insisting that the "group" remain intact.

As in the black kindergartens, the boys in the white classes
received more negative interaction than the girls and tended to be
more active and disruptive. The data indicate however 'that the boys
in the white suburban schools were not treated as harshly as in the
black schools.

Talbert suggests that there are at lea t three kinds
learning occurring in the classrooms she observed:

In the c ntral group are the active learners, who by
virtue of their high interaction with the teacher'are
able to benefit from such features of their situation as
instant feedback, immediate reinforcement, and high repeti-
tion of teacher's instructions and directions. Also in
this -central group are those who, though passive, are
exposed.to the models presented by the teadhers and the
"star" performers, these I have labeled the vicarious
learners. The third group, the peripheral learners are no
doubt learning a great deal but it is not the kind of .

learning which is desired by the teacher.

It would appear that the peripheral pupil is ndssing out
on the crucial area of socialization into the education
milieu. He is not in direct contact with the reading and

24Ibid.
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arithmetic lessons and other necessary teaching experiences
essential to scholastic achievement at later stages. Since

the general structure of elementary school instruction is
based upon a sequential model in which lower levels must be
mastered before progression to the next step, then it seems
highly likely that these peripheral pupils will be severely
handicapped when they are expected to adapt to the require-
ments of the first grade.25

Pardi studied specific differences in the behaviors of teachers

toward high achievers and low achievers, and attempted to measure the

effects of these differential behaviors on the situational self-esteem

of the high achiever-law achiever students.26 Four classrooms--one

first grade, one fourth grade, one fifth grade, and one sixth grade

were chosen. A high achiever and a low achiever were selected, on the

basis of the teacher's decision, in each class and Observed for five

hours each. After the total of forty hours of observation, each child

was interviewed in an effort to tap his expressed feelings of self-

esteem.

The results indicate: ( eadhers do interact with high
adhievers and low achievers in qualitatively different ways; (2)

the essential difference in interaction is in the frequency of posi ive"

vs. negative interactions--high achievers engage in more "positive
interactions, law achievers engage in more "negative" interactions;

(3) self esteem is associated with classification as a high-achiever
or law achiever--high self esteem is associated with classification

as a high adhiever, low self esteem is associated with classification

as a low achiever.

One related finding is that children defined by the teacher as

doing poorly with subsequent infrequent interaction with the teacher

tend to participate in class activities only when directly confronted

and supervised by the teacher. Roberts reports:

In observing conformity in the classroom one notes from
the teadher's behavior a high degree of coercive power;
and on the part of the dhild, a relatively high degree of

overt conformity. Analyzing and coding conformity in terms
of consistency of responses and observing the four children
being studied--two defined as doing well and two defined
as doing poorly--one discovers a certain inconsistency of

response. In making a differentiation between conformity
to a stimulus evoked directly from the teacher such as a

command or reprimand, it has been observed that the two
Children doing poorly'and the two doing well respond in
essentially the same manner, I.e.;;iby obeying the command.
However, in observing conformity in a situational context,

251bid.
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when the teacher is not directly parti ipating,and the
activity is mainly carried on in the group there has been
observed a lack of participation and inattentiveness on the
part of the two children doing poorly. Whereas, the two
doing well have continued to participate in the activity
as if the teacher were supervising directly. The situational
activities observed were (1) the play period in which the
children are given certain toys to play with and (2) the
coloring exercises where the teacher gives instructions as
to what they are to color and what colors they are to use.
In the play situations, the children have games such as
puzzles, pegs and boards, or building blocks. The teacher
gives certain games to different groups and they are allowed
to play unsupervised. In coding responses of Henry and
James who are doing poorly, it WAS found that from four
months observations in the school Yenry responded positively
to the teacher sixteen out of nineteen times and to the
situation only three out of twenty-four. James responded
positively to the teacher fifteen out of eighteen observa-
tions-and to the situation only once out of twenty observa-
tions. Diane and Ronald, who were categorized as doing well
responded in an entirely different manner. Diane responded
positively to the teacher thirteen out of fourteen observa-
tions and to the situation twelve out of fourteen observa-
tions. Ronald responded positively to the teacher ten out
of eleven observations and to the situation twenty out of
twenty-two observations.27

While this study involves only four children in one classroom,
the same situation was observed, more informally, in most of the other
classrooms. Roberts suggests that this lack of conformity is related
to failure and high dependency needs and cites evidence indicating
that the non-conformers experienced home situations in which depend-
ency needs were not being satisfied. The data are not rigorous enough
to adequately support this hypothesis. It does, however, seem
reasonable enough to assume that children defined as doing poorly
and subsequently receiving less attention from the teacher would be
less inclined to identify with the teacher and with various classroom
activities. As Roberts suggests, "the necessary support as a pre-
condition for manipulation by rewa d and punishnent is not Provided.

In the observations of various classrooms, there was one
exception to the rather harsh picture we have thus far portrayed.
One researcher had the opportunity to compare two classes, one which
he charlisterized as highly authoritarian and the other more demo
cratic.-' Some of his findings suggest that a law achiever has

27Patricia Roberts, 'atisfact1on of Dependency Needs and
Confor ty," (1968) mimeo.

28Marco Pardi "Attitudinal Differentials in the Classroo
A Progress Report," ( 969) mimeo.
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greater opportunity for self-assertion, social interaction, and
imaginative behavior in the more democratic classroom. There appeared

to be a greater polarity of success and failure in the authoritarian
class where the child learns to stand or fall independent of his class-

mates a process which tended to accelerate his travel toward either

pole.

Summarize

The picture of the ghetto classrooms we observed emerges as
this: given, in part, the general expectation that some children will

succeed and that others will fail, the teachers early label the chil-

dren as potential successes and potential failures. These labels tend

to persist as the children are placed in "high" and "law" groups. The

teadhers tend to interact both more frequently and favorably with those

"doing well" than those "doing poorly," and pass on information about
the children to teachers of subsequent classes. In almost all the
classrooms observed, the teachers tended to make the lessons revolve

around a very few students, concentrating largely on students who

could give the correct answers. Subsequently the groups tended to take

on a caste-like character, although some researchers on the pro ect

have suggested that the term "caste" for these persistent groups
underestimates the permeability of the boundaries, particularly for

individuals. It is true, however, fhat the researchers felt that in

some important sense, the teachers at least acted as if Chose in the

"low" groups should be kept separate from the "higher" groups, as if

those in the "loegroups, by virtue of their defined potential failure,

could "contaminate" the potentially successful. On the other hand, it

may be more fruitful to view the situation created in the classroom in

terms of social class and as a rather dramatic replication of the black

social structure.29

Once put in a low group the child tends to stay there partially

because of low participation in class activity and partially because

his "reputation" precedes him as he moves from class to class. Those

labeled as "doing poorly" tend to withdraw to the periphery of claSs

activities: sullen, actively hostile, passive, or disinterested they

do worse and worse. Some, it is true, have fun with each other in

the back of the room or on the edge of the class when gathering to-
gether for group activities. But for most, self-doubt and low self-

esteem make them fearful to put forth the increasingly difficult effort

to catch up. It is then the teacher can interptet all their behavior

according to her initial definition--"Well, he's just a failure," "

"He's just withdrawn," or "He's just not verbal.

These findings help explain some ofthe data, especially by

Coleman et_al. that show the progressive gap in scholastic achievement

29Carol Talbert,
ture," Ph.D. dissertation,
Washington University, St.

lack Children, Black Teachers, Black Cul-
in progress, Department of Anthropology
Louis, (1971).
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as fhe ghetto and/or black child moves through the system.30 Once

defined as doing poorly, he receives less atteiltion and affection

from the teacher, participates less in class activities, and subse-

quently fails to live up to the academic standard of the class. He

does not learn because he is not taught. Teachers rarely even make

the effort to teach him, partly because they lack the skills and

partly because they are not free to use these skills even if they had

them. The poor record and teadher gossip precedes him into the next

class and the next. The labels persist because they become more and

more real. The child believes them and the teachers believe them.

Failure for many becomes a certainty and the child becomes less and

less responsive to school as the years go by eventually becoming

peripheral to the school scene entirely.

Clark also comments on "educational at phy" and the self-
fulfilling pr9phecy as the outcome of labeling, because those who are
treated as incapable of learning eventually become incapable. Labeling

processes occur which promote feelings of inferiority, self-doubt,

and prompt negative, disinterested and hostile reactions to the school

situation. He says furthert

The evidence of pilot projects in 'deprived' schools--odd

though it may appear to many--seems to indicate that a
child who is expected by the school to learn does so: the

child of whom little is expected produces little. Stimula-

tion and teaching based upon positive expectation seem to

play an even more important.role.in the child's performance

in school than does the community environment from which he

comes.31

It is perhaps no
on those who could give

surprising that t e teachers concentrated
e "correct answers 32 Given the belief that

30.Y, S. Coleman et al. hy.Lcg2p_pEEoualitofEcnalOortnnito

U. S. Government Printing Office, (1966). See also Thomas F. Pettigrew,

Racially Separate or Together?, (HcGraw-Hill, Inc., 1971) esp. pp. 53-

83.

31Kenneth B. Clark, Dafk Ghetto, (Harper and Raw, 1965)

32Obviously not all the teacher attention was on those who

could give the correct answers. In one study, the researcher noted

(with some support from observers of other classrooms) that she also

focused on those who persistentlY disrupted the class. See, especi--

ally,'Bruce Zelkovitz, "Disruptive Behavior in a Ghetto Kindergarten:

An Exploratory Perspective," (1960, 'mimeo.
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many will fail, given system-wide standards of success and failure,
given large classes and limits to tine and energy, and given the lack
of skills to teach the "unteachable" the teacher opts for concentra-
tion on those children they believe destined for school achievement.
Paying attention to the few with "payoff" helps create a more rewarding

environment for the teacher. She has the feeling that at least she is

accomplishing something. Her self-esteem, if nothing else, demands

some success with students.

One re eardher sums up the situation we found again and again
in oilr observations:

Mrs. Bobb experienced frustration in attempting to complete

her assigned goals. Teaching was a difficult, tiring job
for which "you couldn't pay enough." With too large a class

and insufficient energy for personal contact with all the

pupils--including discipline--she was powerless to control their

participation. Being a "perfectionist" she conceivably viewed
this lack of control as failure. It is no surprise, then, that
she would not only prefer individuals who were more easily approach-
able and understandable--such as little girls and exceptional boys.

These elite pupils could be kept loyal by the granting of favor-

incurring opportunities and then utilized to not only comunicate

individual content teaching to the others, but even discipline

them. And in showering this elite group with special attention,

she was not deviating from the apparent assumptions of the school's

administrative subculture at large: Concentrate on educating only
the most capable, because the others' slum life makes them impos-

sible not only to teach but even to discipline. 3

General Criteria of Success and Failure

We would like to explore, if somewhat speculatively, some of

the general factors we believe are involvea in the process outlined

above, and in particular those general factors whidh appear to be

involved in the selection of "high" and "low" achievers. We believe

that the teachers based their decisions on a number of behavioral
traits which they assumed to be predictive of "success." These appear

to be "teachability," adaptation to bureaucratic school norms, and
achievement of "middle-class" goals. While interrelated, these traits

tend to form a picture of "typical" children that will "make it" and

various types that won't.

"Teachabilit " In the absence of formal, standardized cri-

teria, teachers must use some model, some set of behavioraltraits, to

differentiate and place potential "high" and "low" achievers. Given

the ideology of failure--that few will succeed and many will fail--our

data indicate that first and foremogt the teacher tries to find what

are believed to be the eachable." The teacher selects out

choepfle 24.
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f om a class of children, those that can be taught, can learn, and
will, indeed, allow the teacher to teach, according to the teacher's
definition. This process is intensified because the teacher does not
have the skills, nor the time, nor the freedom to teach the "unteach-
able."

We cannot identify precisely those behavioral traits associated
with teachability." Our observations strongly suggest, however, that
verbal skills are critical to the teachers. They involve, in this case,
not only the ability to alternate between Black American English and
Standard American English, but also, of course, ease in learning some
fluency in and speaking Standard American English and early signs of
Skill in reading and writing Standard American English. Teachers also
regard highly the ability and willingness to follow directions, dbility
and willingness to give the "correct" answer, leadership skills, and
participation in classroom activities. Later, to these factors are
added some coMbination of classroom work receiving a grade, attendance,
formal test scores, and, very importantly, "reputation," i.e. reports
from former,teachers.

Bureaucratic Norms. The authoritarian bureaucratic character
of American schools has been well documented.34 The hierarchy of
authority is well defined, classes are organized according to various
rational criteria, paper work is thought essential and there is a
great deal.of it, decision-making on curriculum and other matters are
passed down through the lines of authority, and there are system-wide
standards of success and failure. The students are expected to move
in lock step through the bureaucratic structure set up to maintain
their cadence--not too fast and not too slow. The emphasis is above
all on order, on predicability, quiet, on following orders, on dis-
cipline and control.

The problem of discipline and control was uppermost in the
minds of the teachers and staff in the schools we studied, often
expressed as the necessity to "keep on top of the kids." It was deeply
imbedded.in the philosophy of teaching, namely, that without discipline
and control. there could be no learning. The ideal learning situation .

is a quiet, orderly classroom where there is a place for everything
and everything is in its place, where no one speaks without permission,
and interaction is only between teacher and pupil. The "good" class
had children who had learned tosit quietly at their desks, who raised
their hands before talking, who waited for the bell, who could stand
in line with their partners, and who could repress expressions of
anger, frustration, shame or exuberance. Researchers often commented
about what they expressed as an "eerie" feeling of quiet in the schools.
The teacher who ran a "taut ship" was respected by both eolleagues and
the principal and indeed, given the fact that good teaching is so
difficult to evaluate, a teacher seemed to be often judged more in his
role as a policemau than by any other standard.

345ee especially Charles E. Silberman, Cri is in the Classroom,
(Random House, 1970).
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One of the major concerns expressed by a number of teachers
interviewed during the course of the study was whether or not they

felt they would be able to control their class. Some apprentice

teachers expressed fear of being alone with a class of children until

they were sure they had the skills to keep them "under control." In

a like manner, a number of the long term teachers also indicated that

they would not teach in a grade beyond a certain level. In fact,

several indicated that the reason they are teaching the grade they

do was first and foremost determined by whether or not they believed

they could effectively "run" the class. Comments were made that chi

dren "would run all over you if they think they are big enough to

get away with it." Not all the teachers agreed at what level the

threat became most pronounced. Some indicated that they would not

teach any classes beyond second grade, another the fifth and one indi-

cated that she would teach any class but ei hth graders.

Though the teachers themselves did not elaborate to any degree

on what they meant when they referred to children 'running all over
them," it may be surmised that there were at least two components:
The first is that if children were given a more latitude they could

not concentrate on learning and the classroom scene could become one

of chaos. Thus the response of discipline and control was viewed as

essential to "learning." Neither the teachers nor the principals

appeared to entertain the idea that the children might themselves

create and establish order given an intrinsic motivation on their

part to learn. A second aspect of the teachers'justification of contro_

appeared to stem from a more latent belief that if in fact there were

no manage ment and control within the classrooms, not only would

one find chaos, but also violence. The fear of violence by the

teachers was not often verbalized but occasionally they would mention

that the older children "would just as soon hit you as look at you."

Thus the rationalization of control became necessary not only to

justify the necessity of classroom "management" in order to learn,

but also as a survival technique for the sake of the teachers.35

It is our belief that it is very difficult for most children

to adapt to the authoritarian bureaucratic norms of American schools

and when they do they pay a great price in spontaneity and love of

learning. Nevertheless, for whatever reasons, some children more

easily adapt to these norms than others. The child who is quiet

and disciplined, and neat and orderly will tend to be favored.

"Middle-Class- Coals. The f rmal educational system of American

Society, as of any society, not only reflects the goals and standards

35The emphasis on discipline and control has been extensively
elaborated in seminar reports, personal communication and various

articles all of the research assistants on the project and especially

in the works already cited by Pay C. Pist and Carol Talbert.
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of the society but, since formal education is a form of socialization,
the system plays a critical role in transmitting these goals and stand-
ards. One of the most pervasive set of beliefs we found in the schools
we studied is related to the mobility system of the United States.
The teachers and staff believed in and try to pass on to the children
something very close to the followinv that upward mobility or 'entryinto mainstream America vas a "good" thing to strive for, that it waspossibJ.e in this society, and that the rewards (the standards ofsuccess) were largely material--money, a "nice home", living in a "nice"
neighborhood, and other life styles. These beliefs had a cutting edgein the schools because the teachers and staff also believed that
formal education was not only a good thing in and of itself but wasalso the critical (if only) means of upward mobility.

This set of beliefs has been labeled "bourgeoise" or "middle-class" by a number of writers althouRh the terms so used carry the
connotation of a number of other beliefs and standards. ve will usethe term "middle-class" with the understanding that we are referring
to those beliefs related specifically to upward mobility. The choiceof the term is directed in Part by the fact that the study is of
lower Class black schools and the idea of "middle-class" beliefs helps
to point up the economic and social Rap between the teachers and manyof their students.

These "middle-class" b liefs were directly expressed by the
teachers, reflected in display materials, in reading materials, in
classroom discussion, and in the songs that were learned and sung.
Books of the "Dick and Jane" and "nere Tip" variety were used in all
the schools. Buzy Betty and Lazy Petty were "popular" songs. The
following short descriptions of various bulletin boards throtelout
one school is offered

9/4/69
1) Black youth carrying a sandwich Grand Opening

A Year of Learnire
2) Two signs together, first shows two black children

very poorly dressed and at bottom--"Uho Am I?"; second
sign shows same cwo children very nicely dressed
carrying signs saying "I Am Somebody--I am courteous
ambitious honest, neat, respectful and studious."
(Both signs in front display case as enter building).

3) Third sign in front display case--Black male and whice
blond female in academic gowns looking up at cloud.
On cloud are color T.V., car, boat, pot of gold, ranch
style house and large stack of cash. Letters at top
say "Can you climb this ladder?" Ladder betfmen two
persons and cloud spells "rducation." At bottom of
chart are words, "This school can help."

9/12/69
1) Yellow letters at top of board--"You can ma e it if

you try!" Pictures of white males modeling

it6



clothesappears to be cut-out from Sears Catalogue.
All white males, blond clean shaven and short hair,
also blue eyes.

11 11/69
1) "I am Thankful for the Priviledge to Learn"--two

white blond children kneeling in prayer.
) Charlie Brown and Lucy cartoon--first frame, both

are standing outside a school. Charlie Brown states,
"1 hate school." Second 'frameLucy responds, "Good
grief, Charlie Brown, school is what you make it."
Third frameLucy says, "Why if you are neat, clean,
and polite and if you study hard in class and play
hard at recess, school can be great." Fourth
frame--Charlie Braun responds, "Maybe she is right,
maybe it is up to me."

3) "Our government at work" in yellow letters at the
top. Below are cutouts of various municipal buildings
in the city. Picture of student at side of buildings
saying, "Take me to the real government."

4) Two blond white witches stirring a pot. The first
pot is labeled "study" and the second "hard work."
Underneath the pots is the caption "The right formula
for success-"
Two white pilgrims dressed in traditional costumes.
The female is holding a Bible and the male a gun.
No wording.

6) Indian on his knees making smoke signals. Below
fire are words, "Heap good rules." On each puff
of smoke is a rule. The first says "Always walk in
the halls." The second, "Be kind to other children."
On the third, "Wait quietly at the fountains," and
on the fourth, "Play safely on the playground."

7 Red letters at the top state "You Can" and at the
bottom of the board continue "Start Now." In the
middle of the bulletin board is an article taken from
E122E1 detailing the life of a black man in Texas who
has been making cowboy boots for over forty years.36

All of the 9bservers indicated that these "middle-class"
beliefs particularly as related to upward mobility, appeared to be
deeply internalized by the teachers and staff. After all, they them-
selves, often at considerable sacrifice, had "made it". To deny

these beliefs would deny some important basis of self-esteem. And
it was thought critical to pass these beliefs on to the children.
One measure of success in teadhing was thought to be the-degree to
which the teachers were able to ready their pupils for mobility.

36Ray C. Rist, "The Socialization of the Ghetto Child Into
the Urban School System," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department
of Sociology, Wash:_ngton University, St. Louis (1970), pp. 163-164.
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But there were too many children. Thus the teachers we
observed believed that some of the children would "make it," like
they themselves had done--not only through school but into "good"
jobs. In making their judgments as to the potential lucky ones they
utilized not only the behaviors demanded by the school bureaucracy
but a set of factors they believed to be conducive to potential learn-
ing and to getting ahead. We believe that these beliefs were tempered
by the fact the teachers were black, were already "Middle-class" in
occupation, income, and life styles, and had ideas about those specific
behaviors which a minority group member must have in order to succeed.,bc

Thus, as in other schools, verbal abilities and perceived
general intelligence were critical: in contrast to other schools
we speculate that submissiveness, ability to defer gratification,
promptness, and politeness tookon special importance. The phenomenon
of fhe "over-conforming" upwardly mobile bladk is not unknown in the
United States.

We have already indicated that the data also suggested that
the teachers may have used socio-economic criteria in their early
placement of children. Thus children from families either already in
fhe "middle---class" or on their way tended to fare best. They con-
tinued to fare better, in part because the goals and values they were
learning at home tended to "fit thoie of their teachers and the more
,general ethos of the schools.

A persistent theme in our report is that all American lie
schools are and alwa s have been institutionalized in the "middle-
class" direction. This,- along with'increasing bureaucratization,
results in a built-in incapacity to motivate and influence not only
the lower class child but all those who because of accidents of birth
socialization, or conviction do not fit the "middle-class" model.
There are a nuMber of labels teachers, principals, and counselors give
those who do not fit the model--they have "limited potential," they
have "emotional problems," they are "trouble makers," they are "dis-
ruptive," their bodies.are "ahead of them" or they are "not aIl
together." In many ways those who are so disadvantaged are shunted
off into educational railroad sidings to wake way for those Who, have
the "middle-class" ticket.
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Section

CHAPTER 2

THE HOME AND THE SCHOOL

In November 1967 the researChers asked each of the kindergar en
teachers to sel,ect two dhildren "doing well" and two "doing poorly.
The researchers visited the homes ofthese children detailing their
general living conditions and recording various aspects of inter-
action-within the family. In all, 180 vlsits, lasting usually about
an hour and a half, were -ade in 28 homes.

As already indicated we have become very much aware of the
possible biases of a number of our researchers in viewing the
home--partly from subsequent work'of one of our own staff members.
It is not difficult to observe that a home is DU or new, cold or
warm, clean or dirty, and there is an,. abundance or lack of food. ,It

is very difficult to objectively obsetve family life styles that may
be different from one's own without making adverse judgement. Further,

there is no question that,some of the families we observed regarded
the researcher in the same category as a social worker, parole officer,
or building inspector and.reacted with ihe familiar masking behavior
whidh reveals as little as possible. We therefore urge caution in
the interpretation of the famil data.'

To preview our discussion, observations in the home sugge
the following:

1. Children whom the teachwc defined as doing poorly tended
'to come from economically poorer families than children defined
as doing well.

2. The child's relationship with his parents tended to be
remarkably similar to the child's relationship to the teacher
both in frequency of interaction and in the rates of negative
and positive responses.

3. Many parents especially mothers tended to.emphasize fhe
mastery of such skills as writing, numbers and the alphabet and
to be less concerned with problems of "security" or "ad ustment"
Similar emphasisJlas been noted in the classroom.

ace. ca 'ren m4 be socialited i_to the,use o;-.: language somewhat

'Carol Talbert, "kpiscussion of Research Aims and St ategies
for Studying Inner-City Family Behavior," (1970), mimeo.
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dicferently than white children: within many homes it appeared
that children rarely participated in adult conversation although
they were constantly exposed to interaction among adults.

5 In sharp contrast to the "myth" of the non--erbal bladk child
(usually observed as non-verbal in school situations) almost all
of the children observed had an extensive verbal rcrcrtoire,_prIrtic-
ularly in relating to peers and siblinrson the streets and play-
grounds.

Homes of the_flhighs" and

The data indicate that the children selected as doing poorly
tend to come from homes qualitatively different than those of children
defined as doing well. Although the observations in the homes of the
children indicated many different life styles, children whom the
teadher defined as doing poorly tended to come from economically poorer
families. These homes tended to be dirty, shabby, often cold and food
appeared in short supply. The families of those children defined
as doing well tend to live in well kept homes, with separate rooms
for cooking, eating, and sleepingwith good furniture, adequate
heating, and ptctures on the wall and a good supply of books, magazines
and toys.

In general the types of relationships of the parents to the
dhild in the homes we studied are remarkably s miler to the types of
relationships of the pupil with the teacher in school. According to
our observers, children who were excluded in the classroom tended to
be also excluded from parent relationships in the home. Those who
received high rates of negative response in the classroom also tended
to receive high rates of negative response in the home, while those
who received positive responses in fhe classroom tended to receive
high rates of positive responses in the home. Those relatively low
in the frequency of interaction with their parents, tended Qiso to
be low in the frequency of interaction with their teachers.

Th se children defined as doing well by the teacher tended
also to come frem homes where there wms support and encouragement,
there was access to adults as sources of information and 3uidance,
and where the dhild had developed some school 'know-how" and was,
before beginning school, learning to learn At.t.gch2ELEm. Some of

this is detailed in the following comparison of parent-child and
teadher-dhild relationships Roberts observed two brothers, John and
Lee, and one girl, Lynn (all three labeled as poor students) and
Emily and Roy (both labeled as doing well) in their homes and class-
rooms during kindergarten and the first grade.3

2Patricia Anne Roberts, "Compariso of Parent-Ch id, Teacher-
Child Relationships," 1969) mimeo.

3Ibid.
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Rdberts summarizes her research as follows:

Although each of the five children studied are a part of
the same general environment, John-and Lee seem to be exposed
to an environment which is harsh and reference to discipline,
punishment and stereotypic categorization. They appear to be
disinterested in school and typically peripheral members in
the learning situation. Their teachers do not expect them to
respond to classroom learning and have excluded them from
this process. Most instances of interaction between the
teacher and these children are punitive or derogatory in nature,
which facilitates further restriction on their life space.
In the home, similar patterns of intefaction can be viewed.
The reward system is More negative than positive. The parents
of John and Lee have discouraged entrance to many avenues of
participation in learning experiences. The children are
encouraged to be quiet and obedient. Reward and explanatory
guidance are rarely observed. Further, the parents reinforce
the teacher in the-employment of harsh or punitive measures.
Lynn has also been exposed to stereotypic categorization in the
classroom. Her teachers say that she is shy but not incapable
of learning. However, she has also been pushed to the periphery
of the group and ignored. She is not expected to respond to
the teacher or to participate *n learning experience.
Although she is not exposed .f.o the punitive force of the
teacher, she is not accepted in the group of thoSe who are
taught and is typically excluded from-the teacher:network of
relations. Lynn's life-space within the classroom, as:well
as at home has been restricted. At home Lynn receives little
reward or opportunity for information exchange. Her role in

the family seems to be a choice between isolation or playing
the part of "Cinderella." Further restriction occurs due to
;lack of attention and general concern on the part of the
mother. . . The pressures placed on Lynn have forced her to
withdraw in both the home and the school and not participate
in relations with others.

Emily and Roy exemplify much less restrictive relations.
Emily's mother and the entire family unit give attention, care,
affection and encouragement so that her experiences'are rich
in variety and quality. Both Emily and Roy are accepted in
school as central members of the group. They are both
expected to respond correctly and consistently by the teacher.
Their reward system both at home and at school is more positive
than negative, and neither child is exposed to the harsh or
punitive environment that exists for other children.- At
home Roy's unther and siblings display concern, attention and
affection a. -o.
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In manY of the black homes, ,eap cially those economically
better off, observets noted diffetencee in the parents, especially
the mothers, attitudes toward their children than is commonly attri-
buted to some white "Middle-class" patents. The black parents do not
express.the same cOnceras with develoOmental stages and psychological
security as their white counterparts. The emphasis in the black.homes
is rather to "perform your lessons well," "to stay it the lines when
you dtaw," to "keep cleat" and espedially to "get a good report card."
These parents little emphasized the expressive and creative arts. :and
want their children.to learn their numbers and their letters.

lialbert compares these patterms of learning in the home and
clasaroom:

Lpoking now to the classroom it can be seen that many of
the interactione betWeen teacher and pupil are modeled upon
this same pattern.'. . . We.might view the reliance upon
repetition and drill, the discouragement of "nonsense" art
minimization of elaborate explanations as reflecting the
factor that the majority of black.mothers and teachers are
concerned, not with their child feeling "secure" and "adjusted"
but with the learning and possession of'skills requisite for
possible socio-economic advancement.

The most frequent response of the parents when asked about
their child's experiences in school was concerned with his
mastery of writing, numbers, and the alphabet. Given this
concern it is not surprising that the teacher also concen-
trates upon control, orderliness, and quiet. She insists
upon a minimum of "fooling around" and '"meddling" and will
enforce her will by threat and ridicule. The teachers and
parents do not appear to be as concerned, as do "middle-
class" parents, with understanding the dynamics of the child's
developing ego but rather with his overt behavior and its.
acceptability. This is expressed in the classroom when the
teacher, faced with a wrong answer by the child, will per-
sist in repeating the sane question in the same manner,
until she either gives up or the child mak& the correct
response.4

Pa e s o nELLSREREKt

As we have previously indicated, our observations in the class-
rooms indicated very clearly that what has often been called."middle-
class beliefs, especially as related to upward mobility, were

4Carol Talbert, "A Discussion of Research Aims and Strateg es
for Studying Inner-City Family Behavior, (1970), mimeo.
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29Carol Talbert, Black Children, Black Teache

ture, Ph.D. dissertation, in progress, Department of
Washington University, St. Louis, (1971).
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pervasive among the teachers and staff. It was not until late in
the research, however, that the researehers came to recognize the
possibility that the "middle-class" orientation had far greater
ramifications. Increasing emphasis on linguistic studies and mo e
participant (as opposed to naturalistic) observations of black
families have forced us to confront the possibility ehat many black
children are socialized into the use of language quite differently
than white, and especially white "middle-class," children.

This hypothesis is explored in some depth later in the report.
We note here, however, that our dbservations in the homes of both the
children doing well and doing poorly strongly suggest that knowledge,
skills, and techniques of adapting tend to be discovered and passed
down more through peer relations with the children rather than through
adults directly passing on information to the children. Talbert
reports!

Our observations in the homes of the children made it clear
that though the children may be non-interacting with the
adults, they were exposed and listening to, the exchange of
information of the adults. The verbal interchange between
the children often did not ease while adults were talking
but rather it continued along side the adult's own conversa-
tion. The children were rarely asked to participate in the
adult's conversations, though they might be asked for in-
formation or to perform a task. A child's occasional spon-
taneous contribution would be met with approval, usually,
if it were witty or in some other way 'adult-like" (for
example, a small boy addresses his mother in terms which a
boy friend might use, "hi, baby", "sure, cutie pie", and
his mother laughed.) Frequently, the child would respond
to a command or a request for information with a "no response"
or possibly a nod of the head. This "no response" appears
to be more tolerable to the parent than an assertive erroneous
response which would stand the chance.of eliciting a threat,
ridicule, or physical reprimand by the mother.5

It has been tempting for some to define this situation as
one of "non-learning" for the child. This-would, however, once more
reflect "middle-class" conceptions of a learning situation. Typically,
"middle-class" parents interact directly with their children--answering
questions, giving explanations, exchanging information, reasoning,
etc. But this is not the only way-to learn. In the homes we visited
the children were "privy to the continual exchange of information
between the adults concerning problems, aspirations, and often feelings
and comments about the child himself. The child is then learning,

not by direct and elaborate explanations but rather by exposure,
listening and peer interaction."6



Again, while we will explore the development of language
later, we note here that there has been a tendency in educational
literature to fail to distinguish between language difference and
cognitive deficiency. It is sometimes assumed that as Black'American
English is a limited adaptation to Standard American Englidh so too
are black children limited in their intellectual discriminative
abilities. We found no evidence for such an assumption. In appro-
priate settings, such as with their peers and siblings, the verbal
repertoire of the black Child is very extensive. In fact, verbal
facilit is one attribute which brings hi h prestige to a black
person.

Preparation for Failure or Success

While there is a relationship between the quality of a child's
life at home and his potential success or failure at school we have
come, in the course of this research, to have very seriovs reserva-
tions about any attempt to "blame" the home environment for failure
in school. On the contrary it is possible to view ehe life styles
and interactions in some of the poorer homes we visited as prepara-
tion for coping with inevitable failure in school and provides the
groundwork for adaptive strategies which allows the child to remain
in school for as long as he does. Some of these strategies are out-
lined in the next section. We note again here, however, that the
staff in the schools we studied believed that some of the children
would succeed and many would fail, that selection of the potential
successes and failures were made early--at least partly on the basis
of socio-economic criteria--and, that the children so labeled were
treated differentially in ways that would assure successful prediction.
Children who were defined as failures--shunted off to the periphery
of the classes--learned to tolerate hours of boredom, to "cover," to
play "as if," not'to interrupt their elders, to be apparently "silent,
to repress anguiih and shame, etc. They were able to do this, the
five and the six and the seven year olds because, in part, ehey experi-
enced similar patterns at home.

ven the certaint hat some of the children would fail,
there is also, no question in our minds that some families did little
to offset the results of this process. They accepted it as mote or
less inevitable. In the conclusion to her home observations, Roberts
notes:

Sometimes it requ-res a great deal of suppo t and encourage-
ment on the part of the parents to ward-off the negative
and harmful effects of cumulative and reinforced .failure
particularly if it occurs too often in the early years in
such a "strange"-environment as the school. This encourage=
ment and.supPort is something to which many children may not
have access.8

6Roberts cit.,
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Grier and Cobbs' make the same point.in a much stronger vein:

Black children go to achool and rapidly come to perceive the
formal learning process as different, strange, unnatural,
not meant for them, and not really relevant for them. The

air they breathe, the water they drink, and the words they
read all tell them that white people are smart and black
people are dumb. And they could blot it all out and fight
their way to intellectual distinction were it not for their
parents. All messages are filtered through the parent-child
relationship--and all have relevance only as they relate to that
union. . . . The black parent approaches the teacher with
the great respect due a person of learning. The soaring
expectations which are an important part of the parent's
feelings find substance in the person of the teacher. Here
is the person who can do for this precious child all the
wonderful things a loving parent cannot. The child is admon-
ished to obey the teacher as he would his Parents and the
teacher is urged to exercise parental perogatives, including
beating. In this the parent yields up his final unique respon-
sibility, the protection of his child agaihst another's
aggression.

There is no question, on the other hand, that many of the
children came from homes that better equipped them for success in
school--as the schools are now set up--than others. Those children
defined and treated as potential achievers tended to come from homes
which were not only higher in economic status but where there was
emphasis on order and predictability, where the importance of formal
education and upward mobility were emphasized,,arid -.there the.stapdard
of success was Mreely material--the same goals emphasized in the
schools. In such homes the children were supported and encouraged
in their schooling: there were books and magazines and crayons and
paper and "educational" toys. While the "fit" is far from perfect,
there is evidence in our data that the closer the family approximates
the beliefs and values of the school the greater the chance of the
success of the child in the school.

As truistic as it is, this goes most of the way in explaining
the differential "succees" of "middle-class" and "lcwgr-cl,tss...selcrls

in keeping children in school. It does not mean that given the

_9W lliam H. Grier and Price M. Cobbs, Black Rage, (Basic Books,
1968) pp. 134-137. One of the research assistants on the project
noted that parents sometimes wrote on the back of their'children's
report cards when they returned them to the teacher that the teache s

were to "whip" the children for any variety of reasons the parents
listed. See 1ay C. Rist, "The Socialization of the Ghetto Child into
the Urban School System," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department
of Sociology, Washington University, St. Louis, (1970), p. 412.
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present soc al and poli ical inequities in American society that the
"middle-class" schools educate" Children better to cope with their
environment. It is indeed possible that the ghetto schools do a
rather good job of training children for unskilled jobs and the
institutions of the caseworker, ,police, unemployment offices, and
the penetentiary--to train them in strategies of survival in abureaucratized world.
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Section 3

CHArTER 3

LIFE IN THE CLASSROOM

In this chapter we will attempt :o capture some of the .dynamics

of the day to day life in the classrooms we observed, with particular
attention both to the interaction of the "high" and "low" students
with the teadher ind to fhe adaptations sole students made to this

interaction. In general we found that:

1. The teachers tended to interact much more frequently and
more positively with students in the high groups in
what appeared to be a response to this, students in the
"low" groups tended to "tune out" a great deal of the time.

Students in the "law" groups often suffered ridicule
and belittlement from classmates, particularly those in
the "high" gioups.

Students in the "low" groups, particularly the bOys
often developed ti htly knit friendshipgroups.

The teachers placed a great deal of emphasis on discipline
and control, enforced frequently by some form of physical
punishment; while disruptive behavior did bccur, the domi-
rInt characteristic of the claSsroom was overt docility.

'Tuning 0

As we have indicated, in almost all of the classrooms we
observed, the teacher established sone formal or informal "track"
system usually centered around "Sigh" and "love reading groups. She

tended to interact more positively with the "high" groups and spent
more time with them, relying on the same few Students for the "right'

answer and using such students as models .the rest of the class would

do well to emulate.

Ihe students in the 'high" groups spent more time directly
with the teadher, in oral recitation; in getting and 'holding the
attention of the teacher, lnd in carrying out the special privileges
of the "teachers helpers" such as handing out material to the class,
and running erremds around the school. One typical pattern in all
of the classrooms was that the teacher frequently kept calling on
the children she knew had the answer until she got the right answer-
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The "low" students, often on the physical periphery of the

class, tended to "tune out" a good deal of the time--looking out the

windawa playing with pencils and crayons, talking among themselves

in almost inperceptible whispers, writing and drawing and erasing

and writing and drawing and again erasing. As one researcher sug-

gested, the children on the periphery2 especially the boys, were

learning to tolerate extreme boredom.' A pediatrician once noted

that an adult would have great difficulty tolerating the irritation

and pain of teething: our observations suggest that few adults would

be able to tolerate file hours of boredom suffered by the ghetto chil-

dren on the peripheral fringes of their classrooms. The peripheral

children, in addition, learned to act very Obediently, neatly and

painstakingly so. The "high" students were allowed a bit more

expressivity.

One researdher noted several responses of fhe dhildren to what

he called "Inadequacy anxiety": , some withdrew and made few responses,

others began to copy and mimic each other, others began disruption,

and still others attempted to hoard up a large number of toys and

materia1.2

Like Father, like son

The "low" groups in the classrooms we observed not only suf-

fered low esteen and isolation from the teacher, but also became the

bc1tt of ridicule and belittlement from their peers in the "high"

group. While such remarks as the following were frequently recorded

from children in the "high" groups.toward those in the "low" they

were rarely noted from the "law" to the "high":

.Mrs. Caplow says,. "Raise your hand. if yOu want me to call

on,you. I won't call on anyone.whe ca1ls out." She then

'says, "All right, now who knows that nurieral? What is it,

Tony?" Tony makes no verbal response but rather walks to

the front of the classroom and stands by Mrs. Jones.

Gregory calls out, "He don't know. He scared." Then Ann

calls out, "It sixteen stupid," (Tony sits at Table 3

Gregory and Ann sit at Table 1.),.

Jim starts-to say,out loud ,that he is Miarter than Tom.

Re.repeats it over and over again; "I'smitter than You.

I smarter than l'ou." (Jim sits at Tible 1, Tom at.Table

3.).

1Carol:Talbert,."Interactien and,Adaptation in Two Negro

Xindergartendi".'.Human Organiiation, .(S120Mer-, 1970), pe..103-114.

2Ray.C. Rise, seminar report.
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Milt came over to the observer and told him to look at

Lilly's shoes. I asked him why I should and he replied,

"Because they are so ragged and dirty." (Nilt is at

Table 1, Lilly at Table 3.)

When I asked Lilly what it was that she was drawing, she

replied, "A parachute." Gregory irterrupted and said,

"She can't draw nothin'."3

The "high" groups also frequently took the role of the teacher

in maintaining order in the classroom and in urging conformity to the

teacher's rules:

The teacher is out of the room. Pamela says to the class,

"We all should clean up before the teacher comes." Shortly

thereafter the teacher ha$ still not returned and Pamela

begins to supervise other children in the class.

to one girl.from Table 3, "Girl, leave that piano

The child plays only a short time longer and then

She says
alone."
leaves.

The teacher has instructed the students to go and take off

their coats since they have come in from the playground.

Martin says, "O.K. y'all, let's go take off our clothes."

The children.are preparing to go on a field trip to a local

dairy. The teacher has designated Gregory as the "sheriff"

for the trip. Mrs. Caplow stated that for the field trip

today Gregory would be the sheriff. Mrs. Caplow simply

watched as Gregory would walk up to a student and push him

back into line saying, "Boy, stand where you suppose to."

Several times he went up to students from Table 3 and showed

them the badge that the teacher had given to him and said,

"Teacher made me sheriff."4

The children in the "high" groups thus not only began to inter-

nalize the pcsitive attitudes of ihe teacher towards themselves but

also the attitudes of the teacher towards others in the class. Ile...

are again reminded that ome of the most visible and critical factors

in a child's success or failure in the-public schools is the opinion

of the teadher. A. potential " high achiever," as Amfined by the'

teadher, not only enjoys the esteem and attention of the teacher and

through him ,the high exPectation Of subsequent teachert as the word

is passed on, but is, spared the scorn of classmatet.

C. Rist, "Student Social Class and Teacher Expectations:

The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy in Ghetto Education," Harvard Educational

Review, 40, (August, 1970), p. 429.

4Ib1d; pp. 427-428.
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Friendshlp Grcsa

One frequent response of children in the "low" groups was to
develop tightly knit friendship groups. This was, in several class-
rooMs,-more comMon among boys than girls. Girls tended to be more
oriented to the teacher or T'lere "loners" while boys looked to each
other for'companionship and support. One researcher suggests: "It

appears, then that the boys must rely on each other's prssxinity,

perhaps for support, more than must the girls. They apparently suffer
greater anXiety when participating with the teacher--especially on an
individual'basis--and only a few boys are able to overcome this
difficulty."

These friendship bonds among some of the boys in the "low"

groups may be somewhat fragile. In one second grade classroom, for
example, the group that had the strongest friendship bonds also
rejected, on other sociometric criteria, meMbers of their awn group.
In one kindergarten, children in fhs "lower" groups, were frequently
noted mirroring toward each .other the attitude of the teacher and
"high" studentS towardthem.. "Low" students called each other "stupid,"
"dummy," or "duMb-dUmb" along with threats of beatings, "whoppins,"
and spitting..

..-

.There are,AloWV4er,-*,number of descriptions of friendship
among urPan.lower class blacks .which suggest a .quality of denigration,
ridicule', threats, taunting, etc..5 :Therels no evidence that this
would indicate less solidarity, or affection: ..an Alternative, view
might be. that such verbal denigration.i&.excellent.practice for,
dealing with a-world in which blacks are openly or, covertly viewed
as stupid and dumb'.

Learning.OLthe...Zeriphea
;

One. researcher, observing in a kindergarten:Where "tracking"

of the students was especially,marked (Tables:1* 2 and 3) suggests

that although those seate&at.Tables 2, andl partiCipate,mugh:less_

than those at:Table 1 and were . qystemp.ticslly:ignored.the.,teachers,
they nevertheless did learnsome classroomfmaterials. ,:B*notes:,

contetWthat in fact_they, did learnOmtin,a fiindamet'40.4Y/.

different way fromthe. way in whidh the:high:Status ,11.1:4t0

at Tahle, I learned. The children at Table 2 and-3 wWwere
unhble to. interact with the teacher'begen io develop patterns
of interaction amOng themselves whereby they 'WoUld-discuss-

':.the 'material that the,teacher was presenting .tc7 the,.children

Thus, I:have termed theirpethod,cifgraSping.the
.

.
5See, forlexample, Elliot Liebow, Tally's Corner, Little,

Brawn grul.Comiany.; (1967).
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material "secondary learning" to imply that knowledge was
not gained in direct interaction with the teacher, but

through the mediation of peers and also through listening
to the teacher though she was not speaking to them. That
the children were grasping, in part, the material pre-
sented to the classroom, was indicated to me in home visits
when the children who sat at Table 3 would relate material
specifically taught by the teacher to the children at
Table 1. It is not as though the children at Table 2 and
3 were ignorant of what was being taught in the class, but

rather that the patterns of,classroom interaction estdb-
lished 'by the teacher inhibited the low status ehildren
from verbalizimg what knawledge they had accumulated.
Thus, from the teacher's frame of reference, those who
could not discuss must not know. Her expectations coii-
tinued to be fulfilled, for though the low status children

had accumulated knowledge, they did not have the oppor-
tunity to verbalize it and, consequently, the teacher
could not know what they had learned. Children at Table

2 and 3 had learned material presented in the kindergarten
class, but would' continue to be defined by the teacher as

children who could not orvould not learn.6

We do not know how general this type of learning may bc. Surely

some occurs but whether it is particularly unique to the kindergarten

he studied or if it is true of many children in.many grades is not
known. TaThert, for eRample4'reports that while children on ,the

periphery were learning a great deal it was certainly not the kind of

learning desired by the teacher. This Pattern of Flaming is 'worth

noting, however, since it reseMbles the socializati 1 pattern of many

lower class children, especially blacks, where the ild until the age

of puberty is not considered a viable participant : adult communica-

tion networks. 'He is constantly exposed to adult .4eraction and com-

municatiOn, but is not expected to take pa# in it and may,'indeed, be
.

. ,

punished if he tries. He "is seen and not heard." At the same time
,

he carries on intensive communication with his peezs.

Discipline and Control

The overwhelming emphasis on disc4line awl control in the
schools we studied has been noted in ChaOter I. As Talbert has noted

the "good" class.is one in which the children am silent, ,have,learned

to wait for the bells:know how. tor ;stand' in line with their paitners,

tO respond. "yes, ma.'am" ,and "no ma'am," ta-mimic perfectly what they

are told to say, 4na to repress" expressions cif' anguiah and shame.

6Ray C. Rist, "The. Socialization of the Ghetto Child into the,r
Urban School System;" unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of

Sociology, Washington University, St. Louis, (1970), pp. 382-392.
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Disciplinary methods varied. As 'Henry noted in an earlier
repori:

Teachers have different ways of enforcing ialence, order
-and obedience. One may walk around the room in constant
vigilance; ;another may rely more on verbal admonition or on

' paralinguistic devices like stares or sharp tones. Some-
times children are hit... . . Along with this insistence
on almost total silence, goes a tight restrietion of move-
ment, so that the children are, on the whole, permitted to
be only where they are supposed to be at a given moment and
they may be sharply reprimanded for being "out of place."7

The researchers reported a number, of instances of physical
.,punishtient". Actual'beating was':(reidavely rare, and as noted in the

folfbeing'excierpt Was' Usually carried out' of sight. Of ,..the" Class and
the observer. Less rare%were instances of shaking the -child, pushing
his head down on the desks or pulling at his arm:

During the singing some of the ..children.had bein Singing
out 'of "turn: or had been singing the yriing words at the-wrong

McAllegter came back tO`.her .desk .and Oaid40,
fldtly and irritatedly, "Yon know What; bop; and 'girls? l'
We'll have to stop for a minute, for some of .you think It's
time to play." She calls uP three boys.'ind one, girl' and..says,
flatly, "SOme of our friends come over 'here!" They catO to
her desk and oie ptps.; tip a. stiOk. It ia. about 12 ..to 14
incheS loni. /OS rpnnd and looks like bambOo. One..at a'
time MrS. MCAlletter takes' the four* Children into the^. cloak'
rooin 'Where she and theY cannOt 1.1;e.e: seen. As .she ,takes
each one, whom' she' Called ^her. "helpera".. into the She:*
hits them. I tonld nOt see the..actualbeating;.;34t r Could
count the nuMber. Of. times 'the stick,Made co#tact.' TlarO.1,4
wea firdt and she struck hiM 6**Y' d.Mee; Ben was"peCond anci
she hit him'..fOutteen , hit fonfteen. tiMea,
and Bobby Caugh. Bach.kid."4iaa to, Cry,. even
before he was. hit, 'and eaCh Crietdiring 'the 'WhiPi3ing and
after. .The children' at their seats were all staring at the

..cloa* room with sbmber. ekpressions on their _faces ,,. but there
;was no' sound out of them. When Lydia was in'. the 6-1O1k rooM
1 'could hear Mrs. F,IciAllester say... softly,, 7.Bend war over."
The . whipping ,took place .betvieen-9:i8'

igra. Mc/gloater f::theni and the, 01.14reTt
went
record plaYer'.':'.'.:Theit' the whole class Nan, in a very somber. . . . ,

7Jules Henry, "Second ,Quarterly.Progress Report " Project
No. -2771', Office of 'Eancation; DeCember, (1967):



tone, about "The Ding-Dong Choo-Choo." This tire, when they

got through the song, there were no smi1es.8

The gtmeral atrosphere in the classes we observed was harsh.

Both the project studies which focused on measuring and "counting"

specific responses of the teachers and those which emphasized more

descriptive materials indicated a preat deal of control-oriented

behavior, rejection and devaluation of the self-image. Body contact

was seldom found as an expression of affection but used frequently for

disciplinary means. Current learning theories which emphasize con-

sistent and immediate rewards for "desired" behavior and devalue

punishment as a means for controlling "undesired" behavior were rarely

practiced.

One ptudy of a classroom, supported by other observations,

suggests that disruptive behavior, as defined by the teacher, occurred

frequently from some few of the children.9 It appeared that almost

any act could be defined as disruptivegetting out of the seat,

walking around, opening drawers, leaning across the table, rattling

papers, calling out tO get the teadher's attention; talking with ether

children, or turning of the head or body toward another person or

object and touching another child. Further, those children defined

by the teacher as disruptive did not appear to engage in behavior

significantly different from those not defined as disruptive. This

study also suggested that aversive behavior of the teachercommands,

physical manipulation, exclusion from the group, threats and repri-

mands--did not extinguish the disappraved behavior over a period of

months. In this classroom, as in others already discussed, fhe teacher

tended to focus on those children who had the correct answer and on

those children who were persistently disruptive.

While disruptive behavior did occur, the dominant character-

istic of the classrooms was overt docility. There were very few inde-

pendent decisions and suggestions on the part of the children. They

rarely made spontaneous contributions whether within or without the

context of the lessons. There WAS little humor, little expressiveness.

The dhildren rarely approached the teachers physically possibly because

of the rejection they knew would come. There vas little freedom for

the inquisitiveness of the child: they had no freedom to roam the

room and look at the different animals, pictures, books, etc.

8"Third Quarterly Progress Report," Project Ho. 6-2771, Office

of Education, (February, 1968), p. 13.

9Bruce Zelkovitz, "Disruptive Behavior in a Ghetto Finder-

garten: An Exploratory Perspective," (1968) mimeo see also ?ark

Schoepfle, "A Pilot Study of the Ecology of Classroom Behavior,"

(1969), mimeo.
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The Child As a Passive Participant

Much of educational theory and many of the popularized accounts
of life in school (ghetto or not) fails to note or to document the
viability of children as they struggle to maintain some modicum of

self-esteem in the face of rejection from both teachers and some class-
mates. This is, of course, difficult to document. Indirectly it may

be related to the concern of schools for discipline and control, ex-
pressed asthe critical necessity to "keep on top of the kids." In any

event, it should not be assumed that dhildren in the "low" groups

accept their positions passively.10

It is.true, as we have noted, that pany of the children on the

periphery, experiencing continmed,failure and certainly little feeling

of accomplishment, tended to Withdraw,'make few responses, and did only

what needed to be done to get by-which in part means behaving in such

a way that he would not be punished and ridiculed in front of th,, class.

But there were others who were coptinually disruptive (Which tended to

reinforce the teacher's definition as belonging in the "law" group),

and who formed supportive friendehip groups. Among such dhildren

appeared the "Oeginnings of a festering resentment against a cold, be-

wildering, authoritative school and its agents.

It would be surprising to no.one who has worked on this project

if these youngsters drop out of school at the earliest possibility and,

however harsh, would prefer the street life to what they have known in

sdhool. We do not know whether a more humane school system--one in

which it was assumed that not only all children want to learn 'but that

it takes a great deal of effort to keep them from it-would mitigate

these persistent failures in the context of a larger society in which

economic and political inequities cAtinue to shape the schools and the

lives of the children. Be have; however, some strong recommendations
for change which are both . possible and which we believe even given the

present system of public school education, will go far toward tempering

fhe damage to many of our children.

10See especially Bruce Zelkovitz, "Disruptive Behavior in

Ghetto Schools, Part I: A Reconceptualization," (1969) mimeo.
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Section 3

CHAPTER 4

AN ESSAY ON BLACK AMERICAN EMUS?

Prepared by Marshall Durbin

They ran their words together,
and almost invariably dropped
the last consonant such as
las', bes', and so on. Wherever

the letter e occurred, they called

it a, and iiiey Pronounced i as e.
The word clear they called
clare, while chair was cheer:
fear was changed to fare, and care

to keer. They usually gave r
the sound of u as born baun:

sure, shuah.

Elizabeth Kilham, Sketches in
Color. Putnam's Magazine, Jan.,
1870, 15137. An account of
a white schoolteacher's difficulties
in teaching black children after the

Civil War.

Introduction

Academic paioxysms concerning the problem of Black American

English (BAE).confront,us on all sides in the literature. The Problem

is evidenced in simple observations that the black child in,American

classrooms is not accomplishing the goals the institutional structure

_has set_for him. ManY_Of 'these failures are attributed to language

difficulties. The difference between BAE and Standard Americaa English

(SAE) can be proved empirically and some studies in this area (cf. Labov,

1968) have *produced atange tiUopinions in regard to the status of BAE

in schools. Clark'(1970:11) proposes that ,BAE Should be extinguished

in white schoofb'and SAE should be routed froth black.schools. Englemann

(1968757-9) suggests the use of both language forms,in some manner in

black schools, and by all inhabitants of the U.' S. (1968:531).

The status of BAE is viewedval7it?-ctly throughout the literature--

as a ceparate language, as a dialect of SAE, as a deficient form of
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language because of "ungrammaticality," as superior to SAE or as
cognitively advantageous in comparison with SAE, and vice-versa.
Most of the viewpoints have stemmed from a series of preconceptions
about language in general or from humanistic considerations.

It is my purpose here to discuss some of these preconceptions
and their consequences and to approach the problem of BAE from a historico-
functional standpoint--heretofore undiscussed and unmentioned.1 It is

alsc my intention to discuss and attempt to explain some of the diffi-
culties and problems of learning which black children encounter in the
classroom. The preconceptions are discussed in the following order:
1) Language Bias, 2) Social Pathology, 3) Synchronic Bias, 4) Con-
fusion of Science and Ideology, 5) The Pear of Racist Genetics.

Language Bias. It is generally felt by most English speakers
that deviations 'from some norm of speech is undesirable. This has been

. adequately discussed by Etv1emarip. (1968:524-31). This bias has been
carried over, however, into the Social sciences where it has been
assumed that speakers of such "deviant" forms of language are prevented
from viewing the whole world because of their communication patterns.
In a discussion on 'this subject Conger, Kagan, and Mussen (1969!315)
state,

For preschool children, cultural deprivation or disadvantage
results in definite deficiencies in language and in cognitive
functim which is closely dependent on language. The deficien-
cies appear to he attrfbutable at least in part, to inadequate
stimulation aad the relative paucity, of verbal interaction in
lower class hamea, and, as-noted earlier the impairments are
likely to become more marked as the child grows older.

The authors quated above have placed language as one of the
chief agents of cognitive development and hence cognition and language
are intimately linked (p. 310). Yet, the same authors define cognition
as "the process by which knowledge is acquired and utilized" (p. 281).
There 'is no doubt that a bladk child acquires and utilizes knoWledge
froM.hie own environment, yet thiS process is little knoWn (Ward,' 1969).
Similarly, no type of testing has been yet developed which can measure
the ability to receive information from the environment by using
language in.general and BAE in particular. .Thus, in the social sciences,
there is 'a bias prevalent against Black American English which essen-
tially Maintains that alacks are linguistiCally and hence cognitively
deficient.

Social Pathology Bias.', According to ,this viewpoint, devia7

tions fram Standard*American.CultureJincluding lallguage) represent
a perversion or a'deficiency.. Consequently, remedialeasures are.
warranted (termed'intervention EtrATTAby Baratz andliaratz, 1970).

1Some of these dimensions have been discussed separately in

the literature from time to time but they have never been placed in

an integrated framework.



This bias has produced the Moynihan Report and other intervention
programs such as Head Start. As Valentine (1969) has pointed out,
"it is either brain damage or no Father: The False Issues of Deficit
vs. Difference, Models of Afro-American Behavior." Such a pre oncep-
tion is supported by another misconception--namely, "inadequate sociali-
zation process among blacks in America" (Valentine, 1969). Baratz and
Baratz (1970:36-41) have adequately documented this bias under the
category of Thehlttemple Mother Hypothesis. As they point out, such
a hypothesis rests or an inadequate beiief that the black mother's
behavior produces deficit children. But this in turn rests upon an
underlying assumption that cily a very narrow range of socialization
processes is capable of producing wholesome American children.

Furthermore, such misconceptions are bolstered in recent
years by the observation that children reared in institutions are
cognitively deficient when compared to those reared in "normal" house-
holds (Brodbeck and Irwin, 1946:l45-65 among others).

Synchronic Bias. Remedial measures proposed due to social
pathology have resulted into programs of instant improvement of
black culture and black language. Such programs deal with "altering
the child's home environment, most particularly with changing the
pattern of child-rearing within the . . . home" (Baratz and Baratz,
1970:30) and improving his language and learning abilities. Such
programs are based usually on the synchronic information available
for black culture and no attention is paid to the historical factors
that produced it. ,Herskovits (1938:39-112), quoted in Baratz and
Baratz, (1970:31-32), made pleas for the recognition of the histori-
cal background of Black Americans as regards their African origins
but few people paid heed to this plea. Equally important, the
development of the black family structure and BAE during slavery and
post-slavery times has hardly been investigated.

Rather, research on the black in America has been guided by
the "ethnocentric liberal ideology which denies cultural differences
and thus acts against the best interests of the people it wishes to
understand and eventually help" (Baratz and Baratz, 1970:31).

Confusion between Humanistic Considerations and Analytic
Considerations. Baratz and Baratz (1970:31-32) -Fave discussed this
bias in detail wherein they state that social scientists are unable
to divorce themselves from "ideological cinsiderations when discussing
contemporary race relations." Such a confus+on leads to inadequate
examination and opinions about black culture and BAE. The overriding
criterion-in the---investi-gation-of-bla-cks-by-sot-i-a-l---s-c-rentists-i-s---the

welfare of the former. BAE and SAE are evaluated altruistically
rather than from their internal structures and their functions in
their respective societies. Furthermore, humanistic considerations
are given the stamp of scientific conclusions. As Killian (1968:54,



qUOted in Baratz and Baratz 1970:31-32) has pointed out with reference

to the role of social science after the 1954 Supreme Court decision,

Because of their professional judgment that the theories are

valid and because of the egalitarian-and Illimanitarian methods

of the Social .sciences, many sociologists, psychologists,* and

anthropologists played the dual role of scientists and ideologists

with force and con:Action. WithoUt gainsaying the validity of

the conclusions fhat segregation is psychologically harmful to

its victims, it must be recognized that the-typicelly skeptical,

ever querulous attitude of scientists toward each other's work

was largely suspended on this case.

Further, Baratz and Baratz (1970:31-33) state,

Social science research with Negro groups has been postulated on

an idealized norm of "American Behavior" against which all behavior

is measured. This norm is defined Iperationally in .terms of the

way middle-class America is supposed to behave. The normative

view .coincides with current -sotital .14010..gY",-tke qgalitarian

principle--which asserts that all people are created equal under

the law and must be treated as such from aaoral and political

point of view. The normative view, however, wrongly equates

equality with sameness. The application of this misinterpreted

egalitarian principle to social science data has often left the

investigator with the unwelcome task of describing Negro behavior

not as it is, but rather as it deviates from the normative

system defined bv the white middle class. The_ poStulation of such

a norm ia pl Atimate Negro values or life ways has gained

ascendance the pervasive assumptions that (a) to be

different is to be inferior ant.' "(b) that there is no

suth thing agt N,egw culture. Thus we find uiazer and Moynihan

(1963) stating: "The Negro is only an American and nothing else.

He has no values and culture to guard and protect."

Billingsly has taken sharp objection to the Glazer and Moynihan

statement pointing.out: "The inplidatibtig of the adzeroynihat

view of the Negro experience is .far7reaching. To say_that a

people have no culture is to say that they have no cormon history

(italics nine, MD) which has shaped them and taught them. And to

deny the history of a people is to deny their humanity." However,

the total denial-of NegrO -culture is consonant with the melting-pot

Mythology' -and -it-stems-from-a-very-narrow-conceptualization
of

culture by'now4anthropolegists.

The Fear of Racist-tenetics'Bids. While there .Are still

1WssIns who advocate culti,iia7aTEKTees betFeen races (including

linguistic ones) .on ,a -genetic:basis, _generAlly social scientists

refrain-from this' standpoint. Ildfaever, in an attempt to overcome a

racist bias they have gone so far in the other direction that it is
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now inpossible to introduce some issues which are not related to
racist genetics lest they be wrongly interpreted as such. Jensen

(1970) selys,

indicated several lines of evidence that support ny assertion
that a genetic hypothesis is not unwarranted. The fact that we
still have only inconclusive conclusions with respect to this
hypothesis does not mean that the opposite of the hypothesis is
true. Yet some social scientists speak as if this were the case
and even publicly censured me for suggesting an alternative to
purely environmental hypotheses of intelligence differences.
Scientific investigation proceeds most effectively by means of
what Platt has called "strong inference",which means pitting
against one another alternative hypotheses that lead to different

predictions, and then putting these predictions to an empirical
test . . . The whole society will benefit most if scientists
and educators treat these problems in the spirit of scientific

inquiry rather than as battlefields upon which one or another
preordained ideology may seemingly triumph.

Historical Aspects of BAE.

There are little factual data on the origins of BAE (Burling,

1970:122).2 In the absence of such documentation we can only formulate
by inference the origins of such a form of speech on the basis of
our knowledge of historical change in language that occur under, various

conditions.

The first black slaves to the U.S. landed in Virginia in 1619

from a Dutch warship (Meltzer, 1964:11). By 1936-we have accounts of

BAF--slave _arrativea by former slaves who were born as early as 1840

(Federal Writers Project: Slave Narratives). Presumably the BAF used

in these narratives is the one spoken by blacks in the early part of

the 19th century. Thus, very little is knovn about the period of
200 years which roughly encompass the.time from 1619 to approximately

1819.

Certainly, communication occurred among the slaves in their

native languages for.some time. This can be attested,in the account

of a slave's capture in Africa (Meltzer, 1964:1:5-6). This slave

had been born and raised in,Benin. Benin and the nearby, states of

Dahouey, Fogo, Gold Coast, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Sierra Leone, the

Guineas,'Gabon, Angola, and elsewhere along the:Atlantic coast,of

Africa were the formation sites of.English and Portuguese based

2There are undoubtedly a great-number of unpublished docu-
ments available, especially in the southern U.S. which would give us

insights into the process of its formation.

3The event described in Meltzer (1964) occurred around 1760 and

the subject of the description - -Olaudah Equinano or Gustavus Vassa --was

born in Benin in 1745. He was 11 years old when kidnapped and sold into

slavery. Four years later he was sold to traders and put on a slave

ship bound for America.



Creole languages. Since this slave reportc4 by Meltzer is reported

to not have understood the language of his white masters on the ship

which carried him to America we can conclude that he had not learned

a Creole language based on English or Portuguese but rather that he

was a monolingual speaker of some African language. Meltzer also

reports that this slave spoke with other native speakers of his

native language on the ship bound for America. Accordingly, we can

assume that epeakers of African languages with no knowledge of a

European languaqe or a European-based Creole Continued to arrive in

the U.S. until the abolition of slavery in 1808.

Since the first American flagship sailed out of Boston in

1645 in search of African slaves we can consider the period from 1645-

1808 as the period of development of BAE. There are three important

additional facts to be kept in view: 1) Apparently several slaves

learned very early the fluent spoken language of their masters as

attested by documents as early as the 1660's in Dutch and English

(Aptheker, 1969:1-3); 2) Several slaves must have arrived during

this time period speaking the Portuguese-based Creole languages which

were prevalent on the Atlantic coast of Africa from Cape Verde to the

Cold Coast (Valkhoff, 1966:51-76): 3) We can safely assume that very

few slaves, owners or overseers in the southern U.S. had access to

either a Portuguese or any other Creole language. Thus, during the

formative period of BAE (1650-1800), we might reasonably expect to

find on a large plantation slaves with the following types of linguistic

competences:

1) Speakers of one or more indigenous African languages who

kneW.no Romance or English based Creole language and because

of the nature of their work (adult independent type of labor

Or caring for children) did not learn any form of EngliSh.

Their verbal communicatiOn with others would always have been

through the medium of an African language'which would have'

been in preat evidence at this period.

. . ;

Speakers of one more indigenous African languages who had

learned a Romance or English based Creole language before

leaving Africa and continued to use this'Creole withodt

attezpting to learn Englisfi. Speakers of this Creole would

have widened the source of information by the help of

translations 'froucAfrican languages to Creole and vice versa.

3 Speakeks similar to 1) and 2) above with the eXception that

they were in varying-States of knowledge of'the'English language.

In this situation, they may have communicated with sentences

which carried the structure of indigenous African languages,

yomance based Creole, and nascent English.. Undoubtedly, these

individuals would.have been in great demand as tranilators and

may have'received sPecial favors.from the Overseers,.thus

making BAE a valued icquisition.
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4) Speakers born in America who had no knowledge of the Romance
based Creoles spoken in Africa and only a smattering of knowledge
of an African language--perhaps enough for comprehension but
not for production and whose native language was BAE.

5) Speakers born,in America who knew only the then nascent BAE.

In addition, it is useful to note that in the old south of this
tlme a great number of dialects were spoken by whites represented by
white dandees, the Scot-Irish, Nbravian Brothers, Lutheran peasants
from North Germany, Hisland Scots, and the Yankees with a host of
dialects (Cash, 1941:3-29).

In order to reconstruct the social mechanisms which give rise
to pidgins, Creoles,, decreolized forms, and DAE, the following histor-
ical periods are viewed as demarcating the eras giving rise to a change of
social conditions of slaves.

Period I

TABLE I

Basic Periods in the Formation of BAE

The beginning of the arrival of large numbers of 1650
slaves from Africa

Period II The drying up of the slave trade due to 1800
abolitionist pressure

Period III End of the Civil War and Emancipation

Period IV Beginning of the Northern Migration

1865

1935

These four periods can be viewed as being correlated with the
following four states crucial in the development of BAE.

Period I

TABLE II

Stages in the Development of BAE

The Formative Period (influx of monolingual African
1650-1800' 'and Creole language speakers)

Period II The Solidifying Period 1800-65

Period III Expansions of the functions of BAE (1935-65)

Period IV Exposure of the BAE to other English dialects and
new functions in the sotiety (1935-present)

That pidgin languages arise when speakers of different languages
are forced to communicate (as during Period I above) can be attested
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countless
times throughout the history of mankind (e.g., in times of

warfare, for trading purposes, for travelling, slavery, etc.). Their

life may range from a few hours to several centuries (e.g., Neo-

Melanesian and Swahili) which, of course, is dependent upon the
length of continued contact of rhe participants from the different

languages involved. A. pidgin is usually described as a reduction in
phonology, syntax, semantics, and wcabulary 1966:xii). The

key idea behind a pidgin language is that the context of the communi-

cation is limited and is spoken by .the participants as a second

language--never as a first language. This further suggests that the

first languages of the participants serves as a substatum model for

the pidgin. The limited and well-defined purpose of such a communi-
cation process characterizes pidgin languages as being languages with

a limited function in the lifewaya of its participants. Hence, the

concomitant reduction in phonology, syntax, semantics, and vocabulary

can be correlated with the limited function.

A Creole language arises when a pidgin language is expanded in

scope and becomes the native language of some speakers of a speech

community (Hall, 1966:xit). The structural features exhibit more com-
plex syntactic and:phonological .domains as compared to those domains

in- a. pidgin language.

When African slaves first confronted their masters in the

New World, the semantic domain about which they communicated must have

been severely limitedcentering around labor. The first generation

of slaves born in the U.S. would have learned their parent's language--

an indigenous African language as a ft-L. language. However, with

more children born and reared in the U.S who would slowly build up a

knowledge of the English lexicon for everyday affairs, the speakers of

pidgins must have increased. The function of the communication
between master and slave must have largely kept ot workaday affairs.

Within the next couple of generations the following condition's

can be envisioned:

1) Parents of.children in the fourth and fifth generation after

arrival were using pidgin primarily and the usage of indigenous

African languages was diminished because,

a) slaves who learned to communicate in English were
valued by whites and thus they influenced other slaves.

b) slave children born and raised in America learned
more and more English.from house.slaves and white

children.-

2) Newcomers fram "Afrtmavho already knew.soMe English-based
Creole from Africa quickly adjusted to the pidgin developed

in America.
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By the beginning of Period II (end of 19th century) the above

given factors slowly contributed to the development of a pidgin-Creole

whiCh was used by a high percentage of slaves in this country. Black

English Creole served them for communicating With their masters and

peers in the matter of daily life--work, sustenance, and family matters.

One can envision that in areas such as religion, jokes, there must

have been some use of African indigenous languages probably used

ritually. The description of lifeways of slaves indicates that many

semantic domains--legalized property rights, politics, formal educa-

tion, economics (that were by definition denied to slaves) were not

relevant to their life. We can assume that Black American Pidgin-Creole,

not being used in these spheres, lacked specific lexicon to express

these concepts.

Undoubtedly, the process outlined above.suggests that Black

American Creoleaust have incorporated African idioms and vocabulary,

Portuguese based syntrthcstructures and vocabularies, British and

Colonial American idioms and vocabulary. Studies in bilingualism

have suggested that the structures of the substratum languages influ-

ence the developing pidgins and Creoles in various degrees.

Thus, the various arguments as to the linguistic origins of

BAE (i.e., African, Portuguese based Creole, British English, Southern

American English) are not as important as the conditions in which it

developed. They all must have played important roles which cannot

be unravelled unless a greater number of documents come to light than

are now extant,. The important point to be noted is that the process

rep7nsented in BAE by 1800 is the same which has occurred over and

ove.: in the world with the,expansion of colonial powers (Valkhoff,

1966).

Durtng Period III, the speakers of the indigenous African

languages slowly, decreased in number due to deaths since no new slaves

were brought in after 1808. Slaves born in the U.S. 1Ard Afrtilan

languages less and less. The domain of Black American Creole increased

in the semantic areas where African languages once had been 'used., thus

filling a lacuna. After 1865 there was little input coming in from

the.outside world. The records. taken in 1936 fram slaves .born around

1865 are probably fairly good examples of BAE around 1865

The Civil War and the subsequent emancipation of the slaves

ushered in a new period for.W. The Cultural domain in which BAE

was used kept expanding now to:legalized Private Property; education,
freedom, ownership, religion personal economies. This implies that

communication settings between whites and blacks included the expanded

range of topics. The distance between SAE and BAE had to be compro-

mised in order to allow mutual comprehension in a wider communication

and semantic damain. The compromise could have involved either BAE

or SAE. The odds against SAE changing are well-known': 1) 'SAE was

long represented in writing, 2) SAE speakers were usually literate.
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The notion of correct language and its implication in regard to the
socialization process was so strong that a change of SAE towards BAE
would be highly improbable, 3) BAE was a dialect of slaves and thus
was suffering from a highly undesirable status, 4) BAE lacked preci-
sion and accuracy of expressing the newly acquired semantic domains
while SAE had already been dealing with these domains for several hun-
dred years. Thus, SAE (rather than BAE) was a better candidate to be
a donor language during this period and BA! consequently must have
undergone radical changes at this time.

The consequent influence of SAE on BAE would be exhibited in
various sectors of language structure and in many forms. Vocabulary
would be the most obyious index but syntax and phonology can hardly
remain uninfluenced." The approaching of Black American Creole to
SAE is a process of decreolilation and relexification and it is this
process in the face of ever-widening functions and usage which pro-
duces BAE.

The final period from 1935-70 saw the great black migration
from the rural south to .the urban north. Berg, various dialects of
BAE were thrown together in the ghettos expanding the domain of BAE
at a personal level. Furthernore, the various BAE dialects ran head-
long into new and different dialects of SAE. Again, the black people's
comprehension of SAE had to be enlarged in order to cope with'this
new situetion. As a result of the northern migration more and more
blacks were crowded in ghettos. The place 'of black vs. white in the
social hierarchy has determined the role of BAE in a subtle way.
Homes, shopping centers, street, and places of entertainment in the
ghetto do exhibit BAE but until the last couple of decades, BA! was
never Utilized in the executive offices of (ener,1 Metoni ord,
in the political limelight t-xce"1- in mockery), the universities,
couris (except in lawyer-client relationehips), Which indicates that
many sectors of the life-stYle in America where SAE is spoken, tne
cannOt.hear BAE.

In summary, the cultural domains,in which BAE functioned as
a form of communication has consistently expanded since 1619. ThIs
expansica 'has taken us through the'procebses of pidginization, creoll-
zation, and de-creolization With the requisite accompanying semantic
gramMatical, phonological and lexical expansions. However, just as
the enincipation of slaves 'ha's .not resulted,in a- complete integration
of the blackCommunity with the white, Weten readily see that the
change of Black American' Creole towardei SAE-diiinot" result into-its
absorption with SAE but retains a distinct-form-Of.apeech of An' ides-
tifiable social grouP.

ITbeidealevidence-for 2.4 anexpladation would be-thelcmm-
parison between BAE spoken before 1S65 and the one spoken around 1935.
This would necessitate linguistic texts which are not available. '3ut

the offered hypotheses are based on linking historical events that have
affected the Mack community from the period of arrival in this emIntry
up to the middle of this century. It is assumed on what we know Jof the
developments of Pidgin and Creole language that we had a concomitant
change from a "slave" language to present-day BAE.
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In the future, whether BAE merges with SAE (i.e., it can be

decreolized and its functions expanded to the point where it disappears

or merges with SAE) or remains a separate entity--as a dialect, or as

a separate unintelligible language from SAE--is highly dependent upon

the nature of communication that will later develop between whites

and blacks.

Synchronic Functions

In the last section, it was briefly demonstrated how the

functions of BAE have slowly expanded over a 350.year period. Whereas

in the previous section the functions of BAE were viewed diachronically,

I will attempt in this Section to view the functions of BAE synchronically.

MY Purpose here is to show that the expanded functional scope of BAE

is still limited when compared to that SAE and it does not operate'in.

all environments of the society-which surrounds it. Furthermore, I

aim to show that this limited functional domain of BAE is-correlated

with less complexity of the structure of BAE.5

BAE Structure. The most thorough study of the structural

differences between BAE and SAE has been carried on by Labov et al.

(l68, I, II) for New York 73lacks. The following discussion and notes

on BAE structure are adapted from this work.

1. Sllabli..ation. Complex syllables tend to be less

complex in BAE when compared to SAE by a simplifichtion of consonant

clusters: CVC becomes CV; CVCC'becomes CVC: COCVCC becomes CVCVC.

Syllable .simplication is not a phenonenon whiCh. is peculair to a

creolization process. It occurs in the history of uany languages.

However, it is characteristic of Qreole languages, edpacially when it

is directly involved in grammatical procesies. Labov et al. (1968:1,

124) say,

In general, we will find that consonant cluster.simplifiCatiOn is

a phonological process which intersects with grammatical processes'

and the general rule which governs Simplification Can only be

.written When 'these .grammatical forms are accurately knOwn.

Rall'(1966:31-32) T also notes consonant 'simplificatian as a salient

feature in pidgin and Creole languages.

-2. Thonemicynergers,. Another-feature of pidgin-and Creole

languages is the aerging of phonemes that are distinct in the source

language. In present RAE / / and / / become /f/ and /v/ respectively

in BAE,,:e.g.,,tuf-for tooth. This'phenomenon:occuis:modially too,

though less frequently. "As-Labov et..al. (1968) have rePiatedly pointed

out, these mergers do not hold for ill apeakers'OU'all.Odcaiions. In.

initial positicn/ / and / / are merged With /t/ and /d/: e.g., tink

for think; -der -fOr there:. frrialcist

5A higher goal would be
a partiCular function precludes
tical structure but that is not
at this time.

to demonstrate how the absence of,

thenccessityfor particular gramma-
possible within the realm of linguistics
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While the phonemes / / and / /0 /r/ /f/, /v/ must be included
in the phonology of both BAE and SAE, their, status is not nearly as
stable in BAE as in SAE.

3. Morphological simplification. The status of the suffix -ed
indicating past tense is considerably weak in BAE though the semantic
category of past is present. The point is that in RAE when the addi-
tion of a past tense suffix produces -CC in word-final position, the
process of syllable simplification given above allows the elimination
of the second C which is the past tense marker, e.g., kept becomes kep.

Generally when a language has gone through a creolizing process
and carries as many fields of semantics as BAE presently does, a new
structure will emerge which produces a $urface structure manifestation
of the semantic categories in question. This process has occurred in
Scots English but has not occurred in BAE (Labov, 1968:1:15). Such a
restructuring has taken place for the plural, however, in both BAE and
Jamaican Creole.

A class of words whicti, are marked for plural overtly in SAE
occue with zero plural in BAE. On the other hand, an associative
plural is found in BAE but not in SAE. This is an example of restruc-
turing which one ordinarily expects in the creolization process.

There is no third person singular marker on verbs in BAE, though
there are many cases of hypercorrection for the plural which occur an
non-finite forms of verbs.

The usage of the possessive suffix is very 11-lited in BAE, but
the semantic category of Possessive is quite strong. Except for an.
attributive possessive, BAE has not restructured itself sufficiently
to bring out another surface structure manifestation of the nearly absent
possessive suffix.

The copula has been restructured in BAE as in Jamaican Creole.
In the following environments, there:is no'coPula in BAE: .1) before
noun phrases, 2) before predicate adjectives, 3) before locative
phrases, 4) before present participles, and 5) before.reduced forms of
SAE going to. On the other har09.Labov et al. (1968, 1:228237) have
analyzed two structural copula for BAE which operate in different
semantic environments. Have occurs much less frequently in BAE than
in SAE.

4. Syntatic reduction.,::No person agreement occurs in the-frequently
used verba,auch as have, do, was, and gi.in BAE (see the-lack:of 3rd
person agreement mentioned above).

,

,

in BAE.
Thellerfect formivare not clearly distinct from the preterit forms

Double negation exists in BAE. If this phenomenon is viewed
in fact as concord, it represents the application of a less number
of rules..



Labov et al. (1968, I: q0) suggest that the structure of

interrogative sentences in BAE is less complex than SAE.

The above comments only serve to point out some of the gross

differences between SAE and BAE in order to illustrate less complexity

in the overall structure of BAE compared to SAE.6

Compare these reductions with those found in Jamaican Creole.

TABLE III

SAE, BAE and Jamaican Creole Compared
in Terms of Reductions.

SAE

.past ?resent
plural present
possessive present
copula present
(adj.pred.)

(equaling) present absent
(verb pred.) present absent

(verb locative)present absent

BAE

partially present
partially present
limited present
absent

Jamaican Creole

absent
absent
absent
absent

present
absent
absent

The aboVe comments warrant some discussion-aboutthe correla-

tion between structure and function of language. Synchronically, the

structural reductions presented under 3.n can hardly_bo-shown: in Ev.one-

to-one relation'with a restricted function.. The number of situations

in which a given language utilizes the varities of topics with which

it deals, the range of significant sociaLdistinctionEvOf the partici-

pants it covers is defined here as a part of the functional domain of

the language aloag with the expression of the psychological functions-

motivations, moods'; attitudes-, etc.--whiet language performspart
from the purely transtitting of intended messages, language is used to

convey the information of the functional domain (Hymes, 1964, Gumperz

and Humes*, 1964,1970). The.study Of how theinformationabadt the

Setting, the participants, the topics, the situationsi,themotivations,

the needs, the moods, etc. are incorporated into a language has only

begun to be investigated iii'thelast'twoYdecadesunder the' rubric .of

sOciolinguiStics and the'enthhogtaphy-Of'communication. -Phonology,

syntaXand semanticS,..-allthree af: these aspectsof structureeXhibit

varying influenCes:af:SOCialinguiStiC'factors -The morevaried and

diverae the rangetif'SoCiolingUistitAomains,(inwhich a-language is

used,' the morediVerse:and vatiedHarethe:structuedI manifestations to,

conVey it. -HyMes,(1964a);PrOVides VaiioUsexamples.In:thissense
one nay suspect that the BAE used by the black cammunity for routine

6It should be noted, that there may be other speech forms

in the U.S. that are comparable in complexity to BAE.
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functions of family life in a limited set of surrounding has a
more restricted functional domain than of SAE which is used for

routine functions of family life plus various specialized functions

in the community--formal knowledge, economic problems, political life,

the integration of traditions with philosophy and religion, interna-

tional relations, formal education, etc.

It is to be noted that any individual speaker of the English

language nay participate in situations that represent only a fraction

of the total functional domain of a language. Consequently, he would

use :limited sets of structural possibilities. The difference between

the function of BAE and SAE can be better undprstood by taking into

aCcount the totality of their functional domains. Any.soecific event

of verbal communication--of BAE or SAE--represents individually a

limited function, that is, whether making a decision at the presidential

level, talking to a.three year old, discussing solid state physics,

an art form, or exchanging a recipe taken singl, are examples of
restricted functions and represent restricted Structural possibilities,

Since speakers of a language partiCipate usually:in a limited functional

domain, the varieties of vocabulary and constructions they use is

limited, For this reason, we must divorce a language from its speakers

while examining the structural-functional aspects of a language.

By divorcing language from its speakers we avoid the envidious

'argument that the speakers of BAE ars cognitively deficient as com-

pared to speakers. of SAE. :Furthermore., the latent competence of BAE

speakers for. SAE or vice-verse0would serve as a.red.light for those

who are interested in cognitive consequences.of.a restricted structure.

The situations given below:would exemplify:the depth oUthe problem:

1) AL Mack buziness man may-speak SAE in his office and BAE

with his familY.

2). A Black person may not speak SAE.but mire in contact with

it.daily, understands it, and responds to it.

Most white persons,understand nothinp of BAE nor can they

produce it,

.Tha above pointscan beexplored_by analyzing the conditions

of the'breakdoWn of communication -when.,ablack And whiteJneet, :lhe

differenceAn the.organizstim 011:01e.qognitive,categorizsH manifested

in theirrespective languagesjp/oul417e! PPP -gf,Olsareas:where:commun-
Acationbetweentwo.speakerswouldlrq4k:don..:,FUrOmr,StUdies of
thisAinCena enhance ourAinderstandingof:the4ifferences,-whichare
tOlYefOund,in,the :communication:patterns betweenlgacks and Whites..

Evaluatin the Partici ation of a Black Child in the SchOol,

Apart from the conflict of BAE and SAE stemMing from diachronic and

synchronic factors as discussed above, there is, an.additional factor

one Should takeinto account,.namely the linguistic soCialization
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process of bleat children.. Equally important and as neglected by
social scientists who investigate the.socialization process are
various aorts of inputs in regards to language, as given. below:

1) The-attitude of'adults towards children as verbal participants
it the society, 2) the amount and type (verbal vs. nonverbal) of

participation by children in the adult communication network al
opposed to a child's peer group network 3) the attitudes which

children manifest about themselves as participants in the adult
comMuniCation netwOrk; and.4) the identification of communication
systems-by which a ehild gathers information about his environmsnt,
his culture, and. his Subculture by the age of four or so (i.e;, at
about the same age, whin he is in possession of the complete grammar
of the language an4 dialect he:speaks); For the purpose of brevity

let us refer to theabOltepoints as the-"language diet" of the child

(Ward, 1969). The .typei, kinds,'and quantity of linPuistic exposure'
a child has, is i:manifestation of the:parents' attitudes about the

child as a linguistic. Participant and will-condition the child's
attitude abou himself ae-a participant'in-the communication network

of the society. If:wtexamine the better knownworks on-the sociali-
zation procese(RohrerandEdmonson; 1964, Mead,. 1920 re find no direct
rpferefice to the.prOblem Of "language diet" but rather indireCt refer-
ences which are-placed- in no particulirmethodologicai and theoretical

framaWork and thus they tend to be anecdotal for the most part. Let

usHimagine that we.could haVe before us ataxotomic array of "language

diets" exciund the'wOrldsuth that we could comprehend the entire
speCtrum and aubseqUently.place a giVen'societyls attitudes-toward

children and coampniCation-on the.spectrum. .
This witild be helpful in

coMparing and confraCting-language diets in various segments Of

society;

In order to imagine such:an array we need to know various com-
ponents which will be menifoated in-each "language diet". At present.,

we do not have much informoku:, about. cotponents and their inter-

relations. Table IV is -11 an attempt to rermeAent such components

anA their interrelations.

TABLE. IV

colatrurioafta and Their Interrelations in a Child's "Laniguage Diet"

child-child 'adult-child, adult-adult

verbal, -non-verval

Paralanguage, proxemics, etc.)

Quantity %very eXtan0.4-= tx. vary ilmited

COde childjanguage,:standard language,
jargon, ,slang, bilingualism, .etc.

,

disciplinary, expreisive,,manipula-
tive, Instructional, etc.

1. Participants

2. Mode

5. Purpose

6. Role

7. Setting

listener, speaker, or both

'home, religious, ceremonial, etc.
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Various combinations of these seven components can form numerous
communication sets (situations). It is to be noted that due to a lack
of- specific investigation in this area of research we know very
little about different factors influencing these components. However,
it may be useful to look at the socialization processin in two hypo-
thetical communities which represent polar extremes and then attempt
to locate the socialization of black and white children on axes
connecting these extremes.

Hypothetical Community A. In this community we find that
parents look upon children from the age of 2-3 onward as full partici-
pants in the total communication network,of the community. If a child
interrupts a group of adults he is given the same respect as another
adult. In fact, he may be rewarded for verbally interrupting adults.
All adult attention (verbal and otherwise) may focus upon him for a
moment. He is equally encouraged to interact in the communication
network of his peers. He will be scolded, on the other hand, if he
sits alone and interacts with no one since sLyness and quietness are
low-esteem personality characteristics in this society. He is in
short, encouraged to carry on intensive communicative interaction
(particularly verbal) with adults tn the community, his own peer group,
and with strangers as well. The child is rarely rewarded for commun-
icative kinesic behavior (such as dancing or facial gestures)though
he is generally not punished for such behavior either. He has complete
access to adult conversation constantly while he plays with his peer
group since the family is either joint or extended and a great number
of relatives and friends are constantly passing through the household.
Each person picks him up from time to time and plays various sorts
of verbal games which test his knowledge of the culture or subculture.
Some of these games involve "phatic communion" (malinawski, 1956).
When he asks a question he is gtven an immediate favorable response
which is rewarding. The responses are rewarding in that they are
lengthy and explanatory expecially if the response happens to be one
of the rare denials of his wishes. If he sees a bird and comments
on it, any adult present will elaborate upon his comment PurPose-
fully enploying a wide display ofs"Fritetttleforme,lexical items, and
semantic structures. The child is included in all social events of
the community as an active participator. By the age of puberty he is

in complete possession of the knowledge of his environment as expressed
by his culture arid snb-culture. In short, the adults (rf this society
would be considered permissive and consider themselves to have the
responsibility Of "teaching" the child his language which they take
very seriously. We could sum up their beliefs about language and
knowledge acquisition as "Folk-Skinnerism."

Hypothetical Community B. In this community by the age of .

three, a child is expected to "know better" than to interrupt adults in

conversation. If he does interrupt either verbally or non-verbally,
alone or with his peer group, he is punished by repeated verbal
harangues, by being removed from the adult situation or occasionally by

corporal punishment. Likewise, at any time when he interacts too
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verbally with his peer group he is punished. Fe has very little

access to adult communication networks and only limited access to

communication with his own peer group. The family is nuclear, and

when relatives or friends visit the home the child is usually Put

to bed because he "starts acting up (usually verbal). When he

asks a question he usually gets a one-syllable response which is

negative and sometimes personally.derogatory. His comments on the

environnent are ignored by adults. The child is rarely included in

social events of the parents or the community and then only under

restrained conditions. His rewards come from being quiet which is

equivalent to being good. .

The adults of the society do not consider the child as a

participator tn communicative networks because he does not yet know

how to communicate properly. Children are also basically noisy and

bad and do not "make sense." In spite of this the adults are fully

confident that the child will acquire his language and be able to

function fully in his society by the onset of puberty. Around this

age the child begins to take on adult responsibilities and perceptibly

moves into the adult communication network. We could label adults of

this society as "fold-rationalists" since the participants believe

that children will acquire their language and the cultural requisite

knowledge about the environment independent of any teaching.

We have no evidence of any society which amforms tc these

polarities b.:ut the two following examples are on the continuum between

these two extremes. Each soceity contains elements of the.examplag

given below. The information for-children in the black community is

primarily drawn from Ward's (1969).study. The information fOr.white

children is drawn from sources cited in'the bibliographY and my own

observations.

Socialization of the Black Child. The child in bladk society

in America up to the age of puberty is not considered a viahle Per!-I-

clpant in adult 'communication networks.. He carriP., 4-.67uive

commuulamt.Acm c.c.to (uotth v=a).1 ......,veroai) with his peer groUp.

He is generally not punishaa for this unless it interferes, with an

adult communication situation. He haS'iotal accessfio the adult

communication system as iong as he does not serioUsl..diSrupt, it.

The entire set of information about his physical and_duitural environ-

ment is available to him as he either oVierves adulte:interadting or

iliteracto (relatively quietly in the pre.sOne- of P414Cs)'with 'his
peer group.. His questions are frequettlY_reaponded`toyith,an auto-

matic negative which carry overtones:Of.disapproVal of his,haVing

spoken in the first,place. Little oi no-explanation is given by the

adults in,conjunction with..negative replies. '.Hit-toMmenta on' the

environment are ignored. ,He,is adnita in'his environ-

ment,because of crowded living conditions'.and.the,dompOsitiOn Of ihe

family. He hears adults speaking at night after the'faMily'has retired

while he.sleeps.in the same room with.hii parents.; other adults and

his peer group. His rewards come in being quiet (i,e. good),
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in communicating kinesically (dancing, etc.), in proxemics (close
body contact with parents and peer group), and in successfully
participating in verbal games (highly phatic communion) which
demonstrape his knowledge of the culture from ttme to time. The

main requirement upon him is that he should not attempt to communi-
cate with adults because discipline is quick in coming since it is

well known that "dem chirren is mean and noisy," "dem chirren ain'
no good, dey allus be talking." To an outside white observer (Ward,
1969 from which most of the above statemenm are drawn), the case
appeared to be the opposite: Children rarely said anything to adults

and could not be coaxed (under special situations only) to utter a
syllable. In summary, black parents in America consider that their

children should "be seen and net heard",,that they will eventually
learn the language and function adequately in the subculture. There

is no evidence to the cont-,:ary. The child is apparently able to do

this by participating as he- er im adult communications which gives

him aeceSs to the information required.

SoCialization of Middle-c1ass Mhite Child in America. The hew-

born child in white middle-class America comes to his parents tabula

rasa. It'is the duty, responsibility, and obligation of his parents to

teach him to speak and furthermore to speak properly. By the egg 61

four months the father'is engaged in teaching him "dada" and mother is

working on "mama". He acquires his knowledge through his parents"

diligence.at about the same time as the black child does. Each vocali-

zation4s.rdwarded with smilesand parental repetition. He is,con-

stantly'praised.fOr his verbal-behavior. Little reclardis given for

non7verbal'behavior such as-dancing, body'movements-or facial gestures
afterthe'age Of four or so.' White'researchers:noted.(lUssen,et al.,
1969.:208239)'that babies-Whoarerewarded by &smile:after:each::
vocalization tend to vocalize more than those who are notregarded..-

Lengthy explanations are given to questions, especially to "why"

expiandtion'andto -.queitiona2whert-d'negative replyis_required. Each

monOsYllabid coMMent of thechild:Is'elaborated. upow, especially .by

the mother,.as shown in the words'of:BroWnlindBellugi:(190.4 ,).

Pw chil&in:the_Middle7clasi white societyA6-effectiyely
:cut off.,ftom bein-gable :tp-obberVe the'intetadtion'of otherAldults

.wIth hip.parents. The family is nuclear. There.are few.relatives

eround .and.whentbeY,70,iSit, the:opPorttnitY-to.ObserveitheiTrin
interaction with,the Parenta is limiteclbeCaUse of Structured activities

such, as:liaps,,gOingonWalka, or'shopOing'tri06.--The*parents' peer-

group iseliMinatedbecauSe the:Child'is'.put'tObedjbefOretheguesis
. arrive. for LcoCkt414,1arty,lyridge!OtOr:gidihnerparty.leHdoes
not. attend.socialjOnctiOnSSUChaS Conceiti'OreVen:ahurCh
parents untilhe.iamuCkOlder! .Even-Children2W*WSiblings-ire:put
-alone in.tyett.0*O'ci*Ifr.the spece of:the hOUSe'perMits'At...iThe

0.10."Wqitc,PetternS.:'he has taught Autio theday
by endlesslvrepeating:an&elabOriting-ontheMin'MuCh the same:way

mother elaborateS On hit; SOieckwhile he i-S &Ake (Weir, 1962).- Ile

never' sleep's. With hii-Oareuti,' neVei withOtheeedults... :The Child

is encouraged to communicate with his peer group but in a relatively
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restrained way at all times (politeness, being nice, no smart talking,

etc.) in the early years. By the onset of puberty this interaction
becomes intense in quantity, model, code, function and participation.

In summary, the white American middle-class child is "taught"

his language and his subculture by intense verbal interaction with
his parents. At the onset of puberty he transfers this intense
interaction to his peer proup by leaving t' parents to carry on their

intense interaction with their own peer grc, p

The Communication Pattern in Schools... Ry examining the public

school system which attempts to "educate" the .chiMdren from such
different backgrounds of communication patterm frail the age of five

onwards, I have abstracted the following featmme,-- The composition

of the education process in America is monolithirt

1) Usually one female teacher presents the material:I to be learned.

2) The teacher's main technique for presentation Is through verbal

reward. If a child is verbally active aB,repards the lesson

he is rewarded verbally and highly praised to other students,

other teachers and to his parents. He goes on to become a

good student since his "level of motivation is quite high."

3) The content of the lesson is explained to children ihroup1-.

language in great detail. The children are expected to
disgorge the material in equally great detail. The greater

the detail the higher the,verbal rewards.

4) Patience, good manners And always keeping the children first

.in mind are the keynotes to successful teaching because children

can only learn by careful, patient, and detailed communicatior

directed at than.

In short, the public school teadhing techniques in America are

directly analogous to the Middle-class American socialization process.
The teacher acts and behaves as regards.verbal behavior and,learning

exactly as a white middle-class Parent does .as regards language learning.

She teaches the children reading and mathematics in a fashion similar

to the way the parents taught the child his language. The point is, of

course, the middle-class white,children learn their language.and

reading in spite of their parents and teachers.

What happens to a black,child who entersinto. such a public

school sYsteml One wouWexPect: thai black children accustomed to

acquiring their knowledge,abont the, world by, listening to groups of

adults would be confused by.black teachers, educated in "white educa-

tional institutions" attempting to teach by means of com77.e3C and detailed

verbal explanations modeled on,the white socialization pattern. However,

as described below, the case turns out to be dEfferent.
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According to my own observations, black teachers ofter
interacted with black children as though the children's mothers had
left them in the teachers' homes for a day. The following features
were noted as outstanding:

1) One teacher presented the material to be learned.

2) Rather than verbal reward for satisfactory verbal a ,swere
to children, the more recurrent technique was verb,. punish-
mente.g., raising of the voice to a high pitch, corLtinued
shouted repetition of commands and questions--to indLcate
dissatisfaction with the children's verbal behavior. Lengthy,
sOft-spoken, polite explanations and kind verbal rewards
were absent. Instead, threat, ridicule, and verbal force
were predominant. These verbal activities are very similar
to the verbal interaction pattern we find in a black home.
While the above can be compared to the black home, the crucial
part missing in this verbal interaction was a group of adults
engaged in verbal interaction. That is, the situation is
complete for learning except for a medium to present the
content of the lesson;

In summary, it can be fairly stated that the public school
system in America is basically modeled nit the socialization pattern of
middle-class whites 'especially in the area'of the presentation of lesson
content. 'There is no latitude for ethnic groups whose children are
accustomed. to acquiring thcir knowledge about their environment under
sttuations different from those of white middle-class America. The
overall conclusions are given as follows:

1) BA! has had a peduliar hiatory such that it is still function-
ally and-structurally limited.

2) Black children are socialized differently as regards the
'acqUisition of language' than middle-class White children are.

3) Blacks and'their children possess the reeuisite level af
cognitiVe abilitieS '(intelligende) as any other group to
carry on'their culture. This-is evidenced by the fact that
they acquire all the.knowledge:aboUt their relevant environment
necessary to function as'an individual within his culture.

.. , . . . ,

A) White middle-class children can adapt easily to the American
'school system because,the:sYSteit-is.i direct continuation of
their prior as regards learning ti-janguaige,'whereas the
Aterican ichoOl represents' in interruOtion 'Of a 'black child's
-prior socialization pattern. 'Acdording 'to:* knowledge,
there is no insitutionalized socialization process available
to black children in the U.S. whidh can be seen as a contin-
uation of their preschool experiences especially in regard to
verbal interaction.
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5) The problem which confronts Slack children in the American

school system is characteristically a communication problem,

not just a language problem; a communication problem involves

the usage of language, not just the structure of a language.

Black children's failure to adapt to the American school

system is inter5reted by many educators and social scientists

as some type of inferiority, i.e., inferiority in intelligence,

in the socialization process, or in the structure of BAE. A

great part of the difficulties in correcting the above situa-

tion lies in tho recalcitrance of educators to recognize

different types of language acquisition patterns and to

establish an educational process that is coordinated with the

language acquisition pattern of blacks rather than one which

conflicts with it.

Recommendations

1) An educational system must be created which takes maximum

advantage of the black child's entire experience before he

enters school. Since white Americans hhve the stamp of being

chauvinistic and well-intentioned white-reformers, social

scientists,-and educators have the history of attempting

to replace the black way of life by the white way, it is

highly unlikely that now whites would be allowed by blacks

to get at the heart of any black problem. The following

recommendation is made in the light of this fact.

2) The only way in which a proper educational system as outlined

in.].) above can-be accomplished is by.exposing young blacks

in the field of education and the social sciences to the

problems which have been outlined above.. In addition they

would be the prime gatherers and anlalysts'of.data from the

ghettos after

(a) having been exposed to the proper historical aspects

of BAE

(b) the influence of different socialization processes on

children,i

(c) how language functions in a society,

(d) how the structures of languages adapt to the functions

they are*required to perform',

(e) the role of different modes of communication in transt-

mitting and receiving information. Tn short, all

research on the problem should Ile done by blacks and

whites should either refrain or be restrained from

doing further research on the problem.
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This i$1 especially.true when we note that all products of such
research up to this point has 'essentially resulted in intervention
programP for blacks and promotions for the white researchers. The

particular way in which white academic researchers, the academic
community at large, social scientists, educators, etc. can help
is by focusing research upon these problems in I -(Incx:klframmr-rk,
but always with black studentamho gather and analyzt the data.

The solution outlined above is based upon the depth of infor
mation available to the bladk community (never available to the
white) and is also aimed-to prevent experiments on culture change
and language change in the black community.

- The following are a few ideas which could be incorporated in
the educational system for black children:

1) Several black teachers and older black children in a
classroom would recreate the home atmosphere of a child
where-many adults live.

2) The curriculUm presented.in the form of conversation rather
than in the form of direct.lengthy instructions. The suggested
form would be congruent.with the one used in acquiring infor-
mation about their home environment.

In nursery school and kindergarten, BAE should be used freely.
The shift from BAB to SAE can be,gradual and at a later stage.
The opportunity to use BAE should be always open to the student.

As.stated,above, however-,_thesw,processes,need;tobe defined
and carried out by blacks since they are the ones who should be able
to cOntrol the destiny, of the black community. .The, degree of Black
Nationalism or the degree of assimilation into the white community
should be a decision which is made by blacks. A black.student of
mine in an Introductory Linguistics course recently wrote,

With the advent of Black Pride, I
think perhaps some black purposefully
want to-,cling to their Black English
because it will .distinguish them as
an ethnic group!

We can
science pushes on with its own personal ambitions, intentions, and
goals..

Prances Chapman, 1971

t

only hope that these voices are heard. as white social

RIC
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Section 4

COTTLUSIONS AND PECO11T,7-11ATIONS

Our recommendations will center on the problems of black schools
with the insistence that some of the problems of impoverished black
schools are shared by all public schools.1- We are intensely aware that
the central problems of schools or the so-called "crisis in the class-
room" cannot be solved until the problem of race, of economic inequi-
ties, of run-away technology, and over4ureaucratization are solved.
We are also intensely auare that .some of the Palliative solutions we
will discuss such as making the schools more humane, more open, less
bureaucratic, less authoritarian, and more attuned to the children's
immediate extieriences may, as the current lingo goes, "cool" the
youngsters out so that they will stay in school long enough to enter
the mainstream of American society and help perpetuate, as their
teachers before them, the continuing inequities. We are also intensely
aware that some will remain in school, perhaps more than would other-
wise should these changes occur, only then to enter a world in which
there is no place for them, and, given the skills learned in school,
will provide a cadre of rebellious spirits that will make whatever
disruption that have occurred in this society thus far look tame.

But we have had to make a Choice. In the black schools we
have observed, the damage to the self-esteem and to the innate capacity
of Children's enjoyment of learning and discovering is irreparable.
For many, school is not an opening up of opportunities but very clearly
a closing out of options. However romantic it might be, we have opted
to reduce the personal casualties. The children we have observed, and
those that will come after them, can't wait for a.more equitable system.
Whatever the political consequences, we believe, for the present, that
the schools must be made less miserable places for Children. It is

as simple as that. The schools we observed are miserable places for

five, six and seven year old Children to spend their days.

1The recommendations which follow are the joint product of
those who prepared this report. We have, therefore, with one excep-

tion, made no attempt to reference specific contributions. The excep-
tion is the recommendations on Black American English and language
.0cialization which, while pall a joint product, lean leavily on the
work of cawcp/ "r=21.,Ici. and Marshall Durbin.
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Ideology of Failure

There are enough data now to say with some certainty that the
expectation of failure is strongly related to the occurrence of fail-
ure.2 In the schools we studied, expectation that large numbers of
students would fail was pervasive and there are indications that this
ideology has its counterpart in many other school systems with a high
proportion of black teachers and black students.

These attitudes are obvioualy extraordinarily difficult to
Change when the reality supports them. Many black students do fail

and drop out. How is it possfble, then, to enter this vicious circle
and if not Change at least temper these attitudes, particularly as
they operate in day-tcday interaction in the classroom?

One possibility is a massive educational program directed
toward school personnel and teachers which clearly demonstrates those
specific conditions, amonthemnofsuccess, that assure
the same proportion of success or failure among black Children as any-
one else. This program might involve not only the documentation of
research and materiali already extant but also a series of demonstra-
tion projects utilizing a wide variety of situation, teadhing and
learning methods, and curriculum devices. Vhile it is indeed possible
that some such projects might fail to show. some modicum of.observed
success, the data already at hand indicate otherwise.3

The Office of Education could play an important role in this
endeavor. A'highly publicized and widely distributed brochure tint-
lining in plain language some of the factors that make kidifference
in the success and failure of black children in'schools, especially
those factors related io expectations, Could gd far toward' tempering
the ideology of failure. More camtious researchers will'suggest we

do not know enough yet. Our contention is that we do, if We' asume
that given comparable conditions a healthy black child can learn as *-

well as a healthy white child,

We believe that the situation is to desperate in the-ghetto'
schools that the Office of Education'in such 'a program should not

;,-

2See especially R. Rosenthal and L. Jacobson,...Pygmalion in the
Classroom, (7olt, Rinehart and Viriston, 19K,8), for both an extensive
review of the'.1iterature And a series'of eXperiments.

314e are well aware that there are some'demonstratiOn projeCts
that "haVe "faileC" It apPears; howeveri'that'many,oftheee "failures"

can be attributed toinisuse of funds, shortage'of funda, the cutting

off of funds before the project' is Completed, lack of'follow-up pro-
grams, and vascillation'between the 'Media spotlight and Oblivion.
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hesitate to utilize "soft" as well as "hard" data, particularly when
some of the "hard" data are basgd on measures, sudh as I.Q. tests
that are clearly ethno-centric.' It is difficult to see how the
situation could be made worse by teaching teachers that, under certain
conditions, especially that of the expectation of success, that a
black child will fail no more often that a white child, even if some
of the data are "soft."

Black American Enfaish

Our studies indicated that'both black Children and bladk
teachers frequently used Black American English, although the use
among the teachers tended to be limited to non-academic, casual con-
texts. Many of the children had difficulty learning Standard American
English, or "textbook" language, and the ability to "code-switch"
between Black American and Standard'American English appeared to be
an important criterion in the teacher's selection of "high" potential

Children.

The prejudice against Black American English can only be elimi-
nated through recognition of its structure and grammar. We would

suggest, therefore, that teachers (both biz* and White) of black
Children receive instruction in the grammar and semantics of Black
English and that a handbook be written descrfbing black grammar and
its functional equivalents in Standard American English. This would,

among other...things, assist the teacher in helping the child make the

transition to Standard American English and, especially, nake the
teacher aware that when, for example, the child says "Tip and Mitten
was goin" that this is not a random error but part of his natural

grammar. It would also assist the teacher, whether black or white,
in separating the behavior of the black dhild from the language of

the black child and sensitize the teacher against making adverse
judgments .accordingly.

We also recommend that the curriCulum increase the use of,

aural instructional modes (conversation, tape, audio-visual teadhing)

and encourage free expression in the Chiles own.narrative syntax
and'thus capitalize on the rich aural tradition among blacks.,.-We
strongly recommend the use of narrative folk reading materials
although since our experience has indicated that nany Black American

4Thus materials collated from DenniSon, The Lives of ,Children,
(1969); Levy, Ghetto Sdhool (1970); Kdhl, 16 Children, (1967); Kozol,

Death at An EarlyAm, (1967), and many other, such documents can be

used along with the Coleman report and on Equal/try of,Educational

Opportunity (1966) and its replications and .0e 1967 U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights Report,, Racial Isolation in the Public Schools. -For

a review of these studies is Thomas F. Pettigrew, Racially Separate

or Together? (McGraw-Hill, 1971), Chapter 4, "Race and Education,"

pp. 51-83.



English speaking children ate strongly motivated to learn Standard

American English it does not appear necessary to write text books

in black grammar.

The black Child will not, as he becomes an adult, become

either a white person or a speaker of only Standard American English.

His use of Black American English, his natural language, will persist.

The educational system must accept this, accept the existence of both

grammars, while concentrating on helping the Child master the language

of the "majority."

There may be a gradual lessening of the differences between

Black American English and Standard American English or there may be

increasing differences through isolation of the two groups. It is

not likely that the direction will be influenced either way by the

educational system. The school cannot eliminate Black American English

any more than it can eliminate black "culture." The educational system

can, however, reduce the racist view of Black American English and

Black American English speakers by an unbiased acceptance of the

language.

"Language Diet"

Our preliminary studies have indicated that many black children

are socialized into the use of language somewhat differently than some

"middle-class" white children, tending to interact verbally more with

siblings and peers than with adults and tending more often to be

listeners to adult interaction,. The schools, however, tend to be

modeled after the more. "Yiddle-class" language acquisition patterns in

which the adult assumes the rale of the "teacher".and is concerned with

"explaining" things to the child. 'Ihe teacher as well as the parent

"lectures" and asks Children direct questions and gives diiect expla-

nations. It would seem incumbent on those who .design curricula to

attend more closely.to the patterns of learning the Child brings with

him to the classroom and,to build upon these rather than rely solely

upon a curriculum typical of White "middle-Class" Mothering behavior.

It woulil, be unrealistic fOr us to assume that the patterns

same black children experience in the home cOuld be duplicated. in

the schools. Nevertheless, some 'aspects of this 'learning pattern could

be utilized. One untapped resource is the imPortant role older sib-

lings play in the education and protection of their Younger siblings.

Schools might make more use, for example, of older children'teaChing

younger children, which of course often benefits the older Children as

well as the younger. There are numerous reports emerging in the

literature indicating some success with older children supervising

and teaching the youngert our researchers have frequently observed

perseverance and patience of the older children with they younger.
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There should also be more co-operative learning or group

teaching rather than the traditional drill and recitation techniques.

This might involve group projects that teach basic skills and at the

same time build confidence in the child. Children are quite adept

at correcting, informing and advising each other. Alvin D. Loving,

the president of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Devel-

opment has commented that the children often succeed by working to-

gether and "I don't care how big your classroom is. I've seen gimp

teaching worklwith fifty kids in a classroom. The key is for the

teacher to keep the kids busy and to inspire confidence."

We would also urge greater involvement of parents and various

types of "paraprofessionals" in the classroom on a volunteer or part

time basis. In this regard, we strongly urge the-use of black (or

white) men. Our research has indicated that boys seemed to have a

"rougher time" of it than girls. There are no doUbt many reasons'

for this--among them the fact that our schools are overly-feminized.

The best solution would be to train more men7-particularly black

men--to teach at the elementary level. There are indications that

some efforts are being made in this direction. Short of this m

strongly urge .that every effOtt'be made to introdUce men into the

elementary classroom situation again on a "paraprofessional" basis.

We recognize that particular aspects of black "manhood" may be odious

to the educational scene, but would urge educators to be more accepting

of cultural differences and not be "put-off" by aggressive language,

covert hostility, and some non-communicativeness.

"Open" Sdhools

:Our most basic recommendationcertainly not "our" redommen-

dation nor does it,apply only to black ghetto schools. :Itis a recom-

mendation, sweeping.in.scopi, that ladOthinent'in reforth citcles

today: -while argued before,..eipecialiy:in'the work Of JoWDeWey-, it

has perhaps ,been most cogettiy.sidtedfOr..our tithe.by'SilberMan-in

Crisis in the Classroom.? .The:recomMen4Ation, in: isilende, la' that' ell

our schools umst.become,moig,humane and lesS "mindless:.",-'This reform

movement has.various:names-,7the "infortharchool'the"olien":schooL

ot the "free" schooL, The model i6 thesneW Engliah-priMarY schools.

Their success is .proof,of.the effectiyenesa. of sudh.schools. The basic

truth'is that .dhildren ,notonly lant'io"learn but WilI'leern and the basic

conviction isthat learnin la likely tO'be mOst-effectiVeAf It Arows-

out:of,what interests .thelearner,*tathetfthat What interests-the.

teacher.6 The role.ofthe:teacher.hOweVer', is 'criticali',Ile 'plays a

vital part in guiding the chils1 and heliting hith'sift hisA.nterests

and*make his choices.

1970).

5Char1es E. Silberman Crisiii in the Classroom (Random House,

.

6/bid., p. 209.
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It is certainly not possible even to outline here the complex-

ities (and the contraversies) of this approach other than to note that

it involves a much greater number of alternatives in curricula, and

in classroom activities, more individualized work with children, and

less emphasis on discipline and control than is present in most American

schools. It is recogniZed that instituting these changes necessitates

a vast rehauling of our educational system--the ideology, the school

bureaucracies, teacher training, and, of course, parental involvement

in education. We note, however, that it appears to have succeeded in

England, and as Silberman has noted, and as many innovative and

creative people have demonstrated in their awn efforts toward devel-

oping "open" schools, it can and it has happened in the United Stetes

in a far more limited way. We note, too, that there is every evidence

that such schools, which tend to capitalize on the energies and re-

sources of the children, whidh insist on autonomy for teadhers, and

which have far less need for top heavy bureaucracies cost far_less

than our present schools.

Even without a great deal of retooling-some of these reforms

can be initiated in ghetto schools in a limited way almost immediately.

As a beginning we suggest the following:

1. Give the teachers more, autonomy in their classrooms:

Teachers are trained to be professlonals and rege-A themselves as pro-

fessionals. Many end up being little more than a policeman for dhil-

dren and are often evaluated as such. And litcm policemen, teachers

spend as mudh time filling out forms and paper shuffling as they spend

doing the work they were hired to do. There should be a climate of

freedom for the teadhers to run, not "taut ships," but islands where

dhildren can be guided to learn the skills they need. If some methods

don't work, the teacher should be allowed to try others. If some

educational materials don't work, the teacher should be allowed to.

try others. Teachers should demand and get far greater independence

in running their classrooms. Whatever bureaucratic details are thought

absolutely necessary can be taken care of by clerks.

.
In return, (if there need be a "return"), the teachers should

be put to the test. They should be hired and promoted and fired on

one criterion onlythat they can do the task expected of them. They

certainly should not be hired and promoted and fiked only on the basis

of how many years of schooling they have completed.

2).' Place less emphasis on discipline and control aud more

em hasie'on rovidin children,wittr a much reatetvariet of activ-

ities/and curricula: If the amount of teacher energT that is now

direCted toward discipline and control were redirected toward planning

and carrying but a broader spectrum of educational activities of

intrinsic intereSt to the children, the,A.ifficulties created bY tbe

"disrupter," the "trouble maker,".the "non-participant," the "with-

drawn" and,other. assorted "problem", children would be .diminished.
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All .of the'observers on the project have'testified to what
they perceive as the severe authoritarianism of black teachers toward
black children. Although the observers believe that this attitude
tends to be .more general among black than among White teadhers, we have

no data to support this position. White or black, however, the over-
whelming emphasis on discipline should be brought out in the open and
discussed. Is it really necessary, for example, that five and six and
seven year old children be glued to their seats?

3. Gtve more individual attention to children and their dif-
f_e_rin: This means, in part, that
teachers must learn and be free to use a much greater variety of.skills.

Such skills must include those of'teaching children the teadher regards

as "unteachable." Many of'the children we observed were not learning:
because no effort UAS made to teach them and, indeed, there were few

attempts to even look for a way to teaeh them. The Office of Education

can play a.critical role in developing and disseminating methods of
teaching those who do not fit the standard mold and helping teachers

redefine their 'goals away from the singular emphasis on some form of

standardized achievement.

If we take seriously the assumption that different children

learn different-things at different times it 'Means that many kinds of

adtivities Will 'be going on In the .classroom at the same time. Given

large classrooms this is a highly deManding job fofrhe teadher.

However, it is Possible. Given a variety of activities for the chil-
dren to explore while-the-teacherls'ilot,paying attentiam tothem and

given,-'66 we suggestelsewhere-the :very-real possibilitr of-older

Children in- theschools-teaching and working-with the younger-children

and the.help of'paraprofesSiónalsi.parentsf and volunteers it can and

has been done even in-large classrooms

4. p_ple.s_lassroon"oenu"el: Learning is a dull and tedious

task in the dreary isolated cubicles we call classrooms. It is not

without reason that.youngsters refer to schools as "prisons." Tear

down some walls, combine some classes,'allow access to libraries and

other facilities, paint the rooms in bright colors, allow more free-

dom tolerate noise. The schools have to make a Choice:

either thqy are going to be caretakers or they are going to be places

wheme-there'are opportunities for all children to learn.

Right tow, we can take the school outof the classroom and

into the Ommunity. De do not speak heie of the occasional formal

and mostly sterile- so7called "field trips." We speak of very frequent

exploration Of the varieties of institutions and businessia that are

close at hand and the ease with-which such explorations can be related

to more formal classroom activities. The list is as long as the
teacher's 4magination0" Museums of all 'kinds, libraries, department

stores, courts, city 'governMent offices, employment agencies, factories,

parks, churches, universities, Computer laboratories,- bookstores,

welfare agencies, police and fire stations, electric and water works,

open air markets, construction sites, farms, etc. Should many
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thousands of children spend hundreds and hundreds of hours sitting
still with "your mouth shut" while the world goes on around them?

5. Capitalize on blackness: Educational critics have been
talking for years about the imperatives of educational materials and
activities attuned to the needs, interests and life of the children.
We were astounded, therefore, to find in the black schools we studied
the same old white, "middle-class" "Dick and Jane" variety of books,
classroom discussion and display materials. There seems little doubt,
for better of for worse, that we are goimg to have many all black
schools for some time to come. "Dick and Jane" do not belong in black
culture." It does not seem particularly Innovative to suggest that
some part of this "culture" be reflected In the things that children
do in the classroan: in the books they read, in the songs they sing,
in the things they look at, and in the topics they talk about. There
should be no fear af materials related ta black history, black con-
sciousness, white and black racism, social classes or even to those
institutions that are an intimate .part off the children's lives such
as caretaker agencies and the police. abr data indicate that the
children are well aware of these things anyway which help to make the
schools, for them, a strange and bewildering foreign land because the
schools seem to assume that there is not a "black world" out there.
And, of course, even if it should come to pass that our schools become
integrated, there will still be black children and there is still a
black history which the schools ignore at the risk of totally mis-
representing the realities of American society.

The. of the blecK teacner J.L. our schools has been

incredibly underestimated. While recognizing that black teachers in

black schools have jobs which, as one despairing teacher noted, "you

can't be paid enough," we would urge black teachers, as representatives

of adults "being black" to the black child, to be particularly alert

to, and aware of, the possibilities of their awn class biases ond

racial prejudices. As models they are crucial to the black children

they teach and, not without appreciating their own struggles, we ask

them to be lor_cj..niz2TJC12.3.RtCj._-2yatll11110resensiti17e9nllt:)relCYVin

of the children. The classrooms we studied had black teachers teaching

black Children, not white teachers teaching black children. It was

black, not white, who helped perpetuate the self-fulfilling prophecy

of failure we observed. Beleagured now, as all teachers are, in the

current game of "get the teacher," it is not easy to suggest to black

teachers that they may be faulted, in part, for the terrible failures

of the ghetto schools. But they must be. Granted the oppressive and

authoritarian bureaucracies of the schools, granted the slim autonomy

of the teaChers, granted the lack of support from the home, there is

still no good reason that children should be early programmed for certain

failure by their teadhers. A black child might conceivably expect a

white teacher to assume, even early, that he is a failure. That is

the name of the game. But a black teacher?
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